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FIRM RETURNS HOME ON
MONDAY NIGHT
Pete T. Gunn. Jr of the Mor-
gan. Trevathan and Gunn In-
surance Agency, returned home
Monday night from Hartford.
Conn., where, he satisfactorily
completed the six weeks com-
prehensive course in insurance
which was conducted' by the
Aetna Casualty and Surety Co.
at its home office in Hartford.
Advances in modern insur-
ance practise constantly are
being made. In the fields of
automobile, liability, burglary,
fidelity .fire marine, surety
and accident, particularily new
and broader policy contracts
frequently are announced. Oft-
en, improved rating systems
make many of these new and
broader forms available at no e°mPleted
increase in cost. weeks.
Mr. Gunn would appreciate
an opportunity to discuss with
you the most recent insurance
development and how they ap-
ply to you.
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT
TRIBUNE ESTABLISHED MAY, lin: DEMOCRAT ESTABLISHED SEPTEMBER. 1900: CONSOLIDATED JUNE. 1903.
In The Service Of Marshall C ounty For Over Half Century
The following teachers were,
appointed at the meeting of
the Marshall County Board of
Education, Saturday, Juy 5:
Hardin - Mrs. Vililma Pace
New Harmony Kenneth
date Little Cypress with
Sharpe.
Approximately 40 grade
teachers of Marshall County
are attending a two weeks
work shop at Benton.
People who are interested in
using the local canneries should
contact the local agriculture or
home economics teachers.
Work or paving the streets
of Benton continued this week
with a large iiortion of the
streets on the east side of Ben-
ton having been ,completed.
The 'work is expected to be
and son. Jerry...... of East St.
Louis, pl. spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Ely.
Officers Installed For
Benton Lions Club
e Officers for the coming year
were installed at a recent meet.
ing of the Benton Lions Club
in the club room of the B and
J Cafe.
Joe Pete Ely was elected to
head the organization with Joe
P. Duke as secretary and treas
Other officers installed




Lion Tamer, A. N. Duke and
Ben T. Cooper, Tail Twister.
The board of directors for
the civic club include Jess Col-
lier, Rev. Bob 0. Clark, Joe
Coulter, W. J. Myre and Rev.
John T. Dougherty.
BETSY LANE, KY. MAN
BECOMES ILL WHILE
VISITING SON HERE
Sebastian Jones, 77, passed
away at the I. C. Hospital in
Paducah Thursday, July 3. Mr.
Jones, whose home was in Bet-
sy Layne, Ky. was visiting his
son. Leonard Jones here when
!he became ill.
Funeral services were held
in Betsy Layne Sunday, July
• at 2 p. m. with the Rev. May-
le officiating. Burial was made
In the Betsy Layne cemetery,
with aajoaak aad Cann Funer-
tam the clug's standing as the
number one club of the county
and indicaed that an ambitious
program of civic improvement
fl be launched in he very
near future.
Plans were also announced
for the publication of a week-
ly club bulletin to keep the
members informed of the pro-
gress of the various commit-
tees.
One of the first projects to
be undertaken by the club will
be the long-delayed number-
ing of the houses on each street
in Benton which will receive
immediate action.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs, Hattie Jones; two sons,
Bert Jones, Road Park. Ky. and
BENTON, KENTUCKY httii)AY..111LY 11. 19
414/12Nallatiaaa
CAROLYN CARTER. 19, Murray, holds trophy and roses she received upon
selection as "Miss West Kentucky" Monday night. With her are Mildred Pad-
rett, 18. Hardin, right, who was second, and Dorothy Stallins, Princeton, who
was third.
ray was crowned "Miss West
Kentucky" at the West Ken-
tucky Fair Tuesday night. Miss
Carter was selected as the win-
ner of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce sponsored beauty
contest and style show held at
the Columbia Theatre Pa-
ducah Monday night.
Second place winner was
Miss Mildred Padgett. who was
crowned Miss Marshall County
here June 23. Miss Padgett is
the 18 year old daughter of Mrs
Genella Lawrence of Hardin.







Funeral services for Robert
Lee Vaughn were held at his
home on Route 3 Sunday, July
6 at 2 p. m. The Rev. J. N.
Henson officiated and inter-
ment was in the Cole cemetery
with Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home in charge.
Mr. Vaughn, a well-known
farmer Ian Route 3, died sudden-
ly at his home Friday, July 4.
He was 73 years of age.
He is survived by two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Archie Gardner of
Route I and Miss Della Vaughn
of Route 3; two brothers. Irvan
Vaughn, Route 7 and Charlie
Vaughn, Calvert City: and one
grandson, Warren Gardner, of
Eddyville, Ky.
Pallbearers were L. A. Mc-
Gregor. Gene Hunt, Bart Ivey.
Aaron Ivey. Bill Phillips and
Terrel Cole.
Leonard Jones, , Benton; two FUNERAL SERVICES
daughters, Mrs. ' Nellie Epling, HELD AT BETHEL ON
Trams, Ky. and Mrs. Eva Mil- TUESDAY. JENY 8
ler, Betsy Layne, Ky.; two Miss Chloe Cox passed away
brothers, Frank zones, Pikeville Sunday, July 6 at the home of 
,i3rd. That the T.V.A. corn-
Ky. and Joe Jones, Denton, Ky. her sister. Mrs. Lox Filbeck on 
plete construction on the road
Calvert City, Route I. She was 
built by them from Highv:ai
98 to within one and a half
day trip to Florida and Cubs;
as guest of the Sun-Democrat
station WKYB. She also re-
ceived a diamond ring, a tro-
phy, solo flight course and $50
in cash.
, Miss Padgett left with Miss
Carter Thursday for Florida
incl.' Cuba' with her expenses
being paid jointly by the Ben-
ton Rotary Club, which spon-
sored the Marshall County Con-
test. and her mother.
Miss Carter and Miss Pad-
gett appeared rift station WICY-3




PORTED TO BE FIRST
POLIO VICTIM B'ham Annual
Mrs. Jeanette Buchanan. 25 Homecoming Toof Route 6 was the first person,
I !ported to have been stricken 
_th 
!
with polio is season. Mrs. Be Held July 1Buchanan is a patient of the
Riverside Hospital, where she i
was removed J I d u y ,an her
condition is reported to be
This is the first case of polio!





Headquarters for the Benton
Fire Depararnent were d
to the_new building adjacent to
the City Hall Tuesday. The fire
siren which has been on the
roof of the Tribune Democrat
building was also removed to
the roof of the new building. 1
he West Kentucky ra:r svn. ere
they presided. !
The winnera will arrive in
Florida Thursday night at Mi-
ami Beach where they will re-
main through Sunday before
going by bus Monday morning
to Key West. They will leave
Key West Tuesday morning by
plane for Havana where they
will be the guests of the Cuban
Government and the Interna-
tional Radio Club of Miami.
They will remain in Havana
until Stinaaa. Jaly 20 return
hag to Miami • atioard the-S. S
Florida.
WITH TVA OFFICIALS
On Wednesday July 2nd. the 
. •
Executive Committee of the !Western Players,
East Side Promoters Club of I
Stated Communitation of T.
L. Jefferson-Benton Lodge No.
622 F. & A. M., Benton, Ken-
tucky Monday night, July 14
at 7:30 o'clock. Work in the




Mrs. Henry Gardner and two
daughters of St Louis are visit-
ing her father, Mr. Rudy Gard-
ner and Mrs. Gardner ef liar-
57 years of age.
Funeral services were held
at Bethel church Tuesday, July
8 with the Rev. J. J. Gough
officiating. Burial was made in
the church cemetery with Fil-
beck and Cann in charge.
In addition to Mrs. Filbeck,
she is survived by another sis-
ter, Mrs. G. L. Hamilton, Route
3; and brothers, William T.
Cox, Paducah.
CONGRATIILTION1
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Solo-
mon are the parents of a son,
born July 4 at the Riverside
Hospital He has been named
James *moat.
Marshall County Kentucky
held a conference with five
Staff Officers from the Knox-
ville Office of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Mr. Gordon R. Clapp. Chaiia
man of the Board of Director's,
sent these members of his staff
to review the specific problems
confronting the peoples of this
section in the development of
the Kentucky Lake Area, prior
to his tour of the Valley. ,
The Committee made the fol-
lowing request and went 01,0'
them in detail with these staff
members.
1st. That the T.V.A. extend
State Highway 58 across Blg
Bear Creek to an intersecti n
with the old Birmingham a d
Fair Dealing Road at the Girl
Scout Camp; or extend High-
way 58 on West Side of Big
Bear Creek to an intersection
with the Cap Spring Road.
2nd. That the T.V.A. extend
the present dead end road built
by them from Highway 58 toi l
the Paul Newton Farm Easi-!
ward along the old Birming-
ham and Tatumville Road 
tpblthe Kentucky Lake and exten
the North Fork of this same
road Westward through Ta-
tumville to an intersection with
the Access Road to the Dam.
miles of Highway 68 to
intersection with 68.
4th. That the T.V.A. con
strut a road from Auror#
School on Highway 68 to Jones!.
town.
5th. That the T.V.A. establis
proper drainage for farm Ian
bordering the Kentucky Lake
Reservoir. 1
These recommendations are
now in the hands of the Board
of Directors of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Crow-
ley are the parents of a son,
July 5 at *e /tiverside
-Hospital.
TiltFor All Star rI
CHALES LAMPLEY, SHARPE





The Bible Institute which be-
gan at Bethelern Baptist church
Monday night. July 7. will end
Saturda3!. night, July 12.
A revival meeting! will begin
at Bethlehem Sunday. Silly. 13
at 2:30 p. ma,and continue each
night at 8 o'clock. The meeting
will close Friday night.
and Mrs. James Gardner
and son. William David. of
Detroit are visiting his father.
Rudy Gardner and Mrs'.Gard-
ner of Hardin.
McCoy tarry, Brewers High
School coach, who has been
taking part in a coaching clinic
, at the University of Kentucky.,
announced the ten players of
western Kentucky who he will
coach in an all-star game to be
played against the eastern all-
stars. The game will be held
in Lexington , on July 18. Only
seniors were eligible for the
contest so Tarry did not name
any, of his 1947 team on the
squid, but Charles Lampley of
Sharpa was named.
Selected to represent the
west were:
Lon Fow1er, Wickliffe; Chas.
Larripley. Sharpe: Roy Pate
of Lone Oak: Sherman Robin-
son, Male High of Louisville;
W. C. Mobarly, Jr., Central
High; G. T. Wallace, Trigg
County: Joe McGarth, Flaget;
Matthew Dickson. Tilgham; Don





Funeral services for Mrs.
Lizzie Faith Clark. widow of
John Clark. were held at the
Bethel Baptist Church Tuesday
with Rev. J. J. Gough officiat-
ing. Mrs. Clark was 70 years
of age.
She is survived by two child-
ren, Mrs. Morella Whiteside,
Gary, Indiana and Fowler
Clark. Calvert City; three
brothers. Elmer and Murray
Faith of Calvert City and Bob
Faith of Adrain, Mo.; and two
sisters. Mrs. Ivy Hall and Mrs.
Mattie Marshall of Paducah.
' Mrs. I. M. Parrish visited
Paul R. Parrs and fen)*
Sunday.
The annual homecoming for
former residents and friends of
Birmingham will be held Sun-
day. July 13 at the George
Holland home on the Birming-
ham peninsula of the Kentucky
Lake.
An all day program has been
arranged with the Rev. J. J.
Gough former pastor at Birm-
ingham. delivering a message
at eleven o'clock. A basket
lunch will be spread at the
noon hour. The afternoon will
be devoted to an interesting
program with Representative
A. L. (Chick) Love as master
of ceremonies.
I Harold Holland, secretary,
'invites former residents and
friends to gather as near the
old site of Birmingham as pos-




The Benton Baptist Church
will have special services Sun-
day, July 13. and the entire
membership is cordially re-
quested to be present.
Rev. C. L. Niceley. pastor will
preach on "Extending God's
Kingdom to the Ends of the
Earth for Christ's Sake_
Watkins Honored By Manhattan
Poetry Circle
n.d.r. :oink
Our constellation Shoe. above:
Aad then I knew that I ec..11
forever, and .Ith .11 ery %lent.
Ambroals, for your love.
1 lay upon the sandy lose
Lad listened to the waterfall.
It pushed from Leyte's lofty &Gin
I thought of you onl thought or henillti
lkiemoele, meth or ell.
—
Pb. .'.Mt perfume of evening eases
I bresthed tie hose' reetlessIv.
Jy earth see,gelauty just the name
La Heaven .hen I heard tat 0.0.,
Ambrosio, breothlessly.
Hanseth • Tueelwaa mole
hosed the teeeses soft)! eel?.
'hew eanK to me • all*en realm
beflttlr, or the preetotte eels.
AnerOsia, se we sere.
O lentleinocturne, with 'Our Ski
of pin -.punched eyes- -look ,ner one
;Ave one more fancy, one yore Sigh/
And let ,,.r haar. my whispered cry,
kehroola, thins of me. -
Rayburn Watains, a native of Benton, is pictured above at his
desk. The insert is one of his poems now being displayed in the
annual poetry exhibition in Greenwich Village, Manhattan.
BENTON WRITER'S POEMS
CHOSEN FOR EXHIBITION
IN GREENWICH VILLAGE •
NEW YORK CITY - Two
poems written by Rayburn
Watkins, Benton. Ky., have
chosen for display in this l
year's annual poetry exhibitioni
in Greenwich Village. Man-
hattan, under the sponsorship
of the Raven Poetry Circle.
The Kentuckian's poems are
"Mindoro Muse," a staggered
rymescheme verse, and "A Poet
Shops," in free verse. They
ntare selections fro "Bent!
Twigs," an unpublished volume.I
The poems were chosen for ex-
hibition by a special screening
committee composed of criticil
and writers in an Eastern poet-
ry society.
Watkins is a lumber of lite
Nasky. bkrteratins of enapar-
ral Poets and is a member of
the executive committee of the
Staten Island Poetry Society.
Formerly employed by the
Tribune-Democrat, he now is a
member of the editorial staff
of The Staten Island Advance,
a metropolitian daily.
He was graduated from Ben-
ton High School and Murray
State College, where he edited
the school newspapr. Durir g
th past few years his poems
have appeared in newspapers
or magazines in Boston, New
York. Norfolk. Miami, San
Francisco, Chicago and in ser-
vice papers in Panama, the
Aleutians and South Pacific.
Rayburn Watkins. a native
of Benlba is pictured above at
his desk. The Insert is one of
his poems now being displayed
in tile annual poetry exhibition
in Greenware Village, Man
4101884:,
•
CED Scans Reasons for Failures
Inipartial Groups Attempt 1
Study of Business klaws
By BAUKHAGE
News Anasytt and Commentator.
WASHINGTON.—The tpvorite game in Washington to-
day is a new version of "button, button, who's got ttle button."
Only for "button" read: Deprc*ion, recession, shake-
down, readjustment or whit have you—if you have anything
Sen. Robert Taft. as chairmon of congress' joint Committee On the ems)
sonic teport, had a questionnaire sent out to a long list of business men
The gist of the report seemed to be that there was going to be a business
recession, but it was going to be in the other fellow's business.
Frequently leis too much faith in*











was the job re-
cently Abertak
en and reported
au by the Corn
rnittee for Eco
nonsic Develop-
ment. a non•gov Baukhage-
ernment. non-
partisan group which makes studies
of this nature.
Just as this organization was
completing its work, another some-
what similar group was setting a
task for itself in the hope of
straightening out some of the other
kinks in the business world This
was the National Planning associa-
tion. which is out to discover how
the many firms which steadfastly
year-in and year-out maintain good
re4ations with their employees do the




The Committee for Economic De-
velopment has for its chairman
Paul Hoffman who, in private life,
is president of Studebaker corpora-
tion. Directing its research and pol-
icy division is Raymond Rubicam.
the well-known advertising man.
This organization is highly re-
spected. It has a staff of top-
notrbers doing the research,
and its members lean over
backwards to be nor-partisan.
In fact, at a news conference
,ailed here to discuss the re-
port's findings, one reporter be-
eline pretty riled because he
couldn't get Madmen to com-
neat on the tax situation, one
of the hot-spot political issues
or the Moment.
aiere are two reasons she CED's
Is:cst report (on small busmen) is
financing. taxies and competitive
opportunity There are very definite
ways in which; the business man
might he helped in solving these
problems. pailinularly the problem
of managernetii. The CED report
mentions these': Through advice and
Counsel from hil suppliers:f through
guidance available from the large
trade associations:-by means of pro-
grams insoluteal by his own com-
munity, through special services
which could be provided by estab-
lished cotinselling and market re
search agencies within the means
of the small enterprise. more ex-
tended research supported by busi-
ness men and foundations. special
courses in universities. colleges and
secondary schools, and expansion
of the present services offered free
by the department of commeice




But the greatest problem is how
to place before the highly-individ-
ualistic. hard-to-get-at small busi-
ness man the facts, both as to his
needs and how to satisfy them.
That is up to the individuals in
each community who will take
enougb interest to read the report
(available without change from the
Committee for Economic Develop-
ment, 285 Madison avenue. New
York City) and bring it to the atten-
tion of the local business men's
clubs, chambers of commerce and
similar groups
The other proposition which
Is in the making, and which
likewise has a pure's objective
aim, is being carried on by the
National Planning association,
which is also e non-political.
non - profit organiration The
NPA states ail its purpose:
"Planning by Americans in
agriculture, business, labor and
government."
Its study, whicn will probably
take a year. is entitled "The Causes
of Industrial Peace under Collective
Bargaining."
The project is under direction of




Chart illustrates how cotnpreLensive CED program will aid in
solving problems of small businesses.
sientfirant One: Like all CED re
it represents the cooperatite
effarts of top men in the highla
practical field of business and top
mei] in the field of science- political
economy. cooperatite effort
whose sole purpose is to make
Arnencii a better place in which to
live There are no axes to grind. 1
The second reason the report is
important to all of us is that. toffee'
more than ever, in a world of com-
peting ideologies, the perpetuation
of our democracy. our system dc.
prods upon the Watering of small
business.
' of both NPA members and non-
members. One is a Fponsorstra
committee composed of at: busine--
and labor leaders. The other is the
research committee made up of n
; experts in the field
The idea was explained to a
group of us by Clinton Golden, wi.o
will direct the research. ;
I Golden explained that what his
I committee o as after was a differ





Although small business needs 
assistance 'hat assistance is MM. d
cult to proffer, because small busi-
ness isn't an nit"—it is thtee and a
half million small business men all *.
highly individualisUc, all as inde-
pendent arrI hard to infiuence AS a
monkey at the top of a cocoarut
palm And these dtsurated oak-or
swim, cock-of-the-walkers make up
118 per cent of the firms operating in
ths country today
As the CED report puts it.
betrineos is more sir-
lie durable than
might be dedbeed fi om the hue
and too heard for mans years
as to (be disadvantages under
which it labors. Non, thrl,
small bininessos are confronted
with special problems and difn-
rattles that are very real. It is
aitol to all businen and to all
citizens that conditians anaver.
able to small business's be rem-
edied wherever possible
The report finds the the atoll-
of tnif smell bus:nesa man tall
it p twit categor)ea - marisgercent,
UNUSUAI. GRADUATION 1 RIO . . Three members of the Sevin
family received degrees at graduation exercises at the Los Angeles
campus at University of California. Mrs. Sonya Sevin 'center),
45-year-old grandmother. completed her college course in live Yearai
Shown with her are her daughter. Lois, 21, and her married soul
Marshall, 23, also graduates.
NEWS REVIEW
Labor Act Is gffective,
Weather Hits Corn Cro
Opponents of the measure needed
32 votes to uphold the veto, and
they waged a desperate. last-ditch
battle to attain their objective.
Final result, however, was a smash-
ing defeat for Mr. Truman at the
hands of the Republican-controlled
congress.
Highlights of a tooth-and-tongue
opposition fight to delay the senate
vote as long as possible in order to
gain support was an all-night ses-
PROTEST STRIKES
With the 7aft-liartley act in
foree only a fess hours, scat-
tered protest strikes suddenly
blossomed Into a fall-scale walk-
out of 180.000 soft coal miners,
At least 41 mines were closed
in 10 states. The walkout ap-
peared to be a spontaneous re-
action on the part of the min-
ers to the new labor law,
sion during which Sen. Glen H Tay-
lor (Dem . Idaho) held the floor for
eight hours and 20 minutes and Sen.
Wayne Morse (Rep., Ore.) talked
for 10 hours and two minutes It
was the longest filibuster in mod-
ern congressional history.
The Taft-Hartley act, which cons
statutes a wholesale revision of the
Wagner act of 1934, was termed by
President Truman in his veto mes-
sage a -shocking piece of legisla-
tion." He asserted that the measure
would "cause more strikes, not
fewer," and would put the country
a long step on the dangerous road
toward "a totally managed econ-
omy."
"This legislation would encourage
distrust, suspicion and arbitrary




Experts who recently predicted a
three billion bushel corn crop this
year were hastily revising their es-
timates in the light of continuing
torrential rains an widespread
floods which have transformed
much of the Midwest into a sogga
mass of mud.
Damage has been particularly
heavy in Iowa, extending from one
end of the state to the other Flood-
ing of river bottom lands is only
part of the loss
Thousands of acres of crops have
been washed out, and the loss is
considered irreparable. It is too late
to replant with anything except for-
ustry Expands
NEW YORK.—The Far West se, •
oon of the Un!ted States has grov.n
areatly in recent vests in papa..
lion, income, industrial stature ai
I international importance, accoin-
ing in a study in the Index. a quiir
Leda, publication of the New Ymils
Trust company, just published
'World War II," the stticl says.
"telescoped into a few years an in-
dustrial expansion in the Far West
which might have taken several
decades to accomplish even at the
relatively fast rate of development
some parts of the area had been
enjoying."
The wsr. it is pointed out.
brought new factories and facilities
to the region, accelerated develop-
ment of its raw materials. expand-
ed its power supply and increased
its population, thereby melding both
to ita market, potiotial apd Itsilaber
• - n;-' •••?- •••• •
supply. With its vast store of natu-
ral resources and its rapidly in-
creasing population. the Far West
looks forward to a continuing post-
war industrial growth through de-
velopment of new products and new
markets.-
The seven states included in
the study are Arizona. California.
Idaho, Nevada, Oregon. Utah and
Washington.
"The far West." according to the
article, "made the largest relative
gains in population and income of
all the areas of the United States
during World War II, and has
grown faster than the nation as a
whole since 1939. increasing its
population by 31 per cent as com-
pared with a 7 per cent increase for
the entire United States. Factory
jobs in the Far West in the same








ST. PAUL. MINN --A treasure of
historical documents and rare
books, including four original let-
ters by George Washington. has
been given up by a dusty vault on
the campus of MacAlester college
where they have been sealed for
half a century.
Disclosure of the find was made
by Pres. Charles J. Turck of Mac-
Alester, who said other rare items
Includes, an original letter from
William Penn, a note written by
Abraham Lincoln for a Civil war
veteran who was seeking work, and
several 15th and 16th century books.
All of the items were found
among the 900-volume book collec-
tion bequeathed to the college by
its first president, Edward Neill,
who died in 1833. and who was once
a secretarial aid of President Lin-
coin. provision in Neili's will hadlt 
specified the books were to be kept
in storage and away from public
use until the college could provide
a special memorial room for them.
Unaware of Tr .
Or, Turck said that the college,
unaware that the collection con-
tained rare books and manuscripts.
Verging on mental and political exhaustion after a bit- had delayed providing special quar-
ter, two-day fight. weary senators voted 68 to 25 to 
override *ten for them until this year.
President Truman's veto of the Taft-Hartley labor bill. 




pawsasiltoht:4—age crops and possibly buckwhiat
bill over the veto, came on the if seed is available o 1
lesheels of a final presidential plea to On upland farms, ponds and la
Sen. Alben Barkley ,Dem.. Ky i to overflowing their boundaries 
 
so
muster all possible forces in the will cut seriously into corn yiel s.
senate "to prevent this bill from All in all, a bumper corn crop is
becoming law." considered extremely unlikely. ev!en
with a favorable growing season po
tosOomdeobearu.thorities have begun SOO
Delieve that the government's gr4in
export program should be re-exam-
ined in view of conditions existing
on the nation's farms at present.
rKE RESIGNS: i
Goes Academic
General of the Army Dwight 111,
Eisenhower has resigned as army
chief of staff to accept the preisi-
dency of Columbia university 'in
New York, effective early next
year ;
His decision to step out as
man in the nation's military hieto
archy to take the
academic p on tI
Was announded j
in a statemtnt •
by Maj. Gen.
Floyd L. Parlcs.




stateroent s al id
that Eisenhower
Eisenhower accepted the Co-
lumbia presiden-
cy with the approval of the Presi-
dent and the secretary of war. His
resignation will become effective
"at such time as his superiors may
release him from active duty in the
army."
The man who mapped the strat-
egy which brought victory to Allied
forces in Europe in Werld War; II
will retain his rank ass live-sitar
general for life and continue to re-
ceive a compensation of ablaut
515.000 a year.
Initial speculation on a successor





tion chit f, who









Jacob L. Devers, army grotind
forces chief, and Lt. Gen. J. Lavrton
Collins. chief of army public infor-
mation.
As president of Columbia. Ei4en-
hower will be the successor: to
Nicholas Murray Butler who retared
in 1945 and is now Columbia's
president emeritus. The general
lias also been elected a membef of
the university's board of trustees.
pared *itb 48 per cent for the,na-
tlon. In food production, the in-
crease in the Far West amounteil to
25 per cent as compared with 23/per
cent for the United States ao a
whole.
"Continued expansion of indoitry
appears to be of primary impori.
lance -to the progress of the !Far.
West." the article concludes. rIts
abundant natural resources, its
mate, its forest riches, its excetlent:
harbors and its scenic beatities
have been the chief contribtlting
factors to its rapid growth in; the
past. To accommodate and suPPort
a population increase in the future
comparable to that enjoyed so far
in this century and particularly in
the World War II period, Would
seem to require the broader rano
cmy which its sustained induittote
growth is furnishing
pleted recently.
The Washington letters were
found by Miss Mabel Franklin, a
librarian cataloguing the collection.
They cover a period from 1774 to
1796.
Dr. Turck said the "most inter-
esting" letter was one Washington
had written while at camp at Cam-
bridge. Mass., August 30, 1775. dur-
ing the siege of Boston after he had
been made commander-in-chief of
the Colonial army.
The letter was addressed to
Caesar Rodney and Thomas Mc-
Kean, and in it Washington com-
mented that he had "endeavoured
to pay the best attention in my
power to your recommendation of
Mr. Parke, by making him an as-
sistant to the quartermaster gen-
Washington also expressed re-
grets that he had been unable to
commission more Pennsylvania vol-
unteers -who, at their own expense,
have travelled, and now continue
here."
Dr. Turck said the other letters
were addressed to "the Hon. Geo.
W. Fairfax."
Wrote in Detail.
One dated August, 1774, was an
itemized • account Washington had
kept in connection with a sale cons
ducted for him.
In a letter dated Sept. 8, 1794,
Washington wrote in detail concern-
ing some legal difficulties Fairfax
had encountered in connection with
a "Doctr. Savage" estate.
Writing to Fairfax in January,
1796, Washington apparently still
was concerned about the legal diffi-
culties which Fairfax was encoun-
tering in the "Doctr. Savage" mat-
ter. and Washington said he desired
that good legal talent be engaged.
"I do not know that more could
have been done," he wrote, "than
you have attempted to do; but it is
exceedingly to be regretted. that
villainy, chicanery and every spe-
cies of delay, should bring justice
in such jeopardy, if it is not entirely
defeated by them. . .
"I am of opinion that good policy
dictates the propriety of assuring
them a handsome fee, or rather a
certain percentage if they succeed
—nothing if they do not.
"TrYfling fees are thrown away
upon a lawyer of any eminence, for
they excite no exertion."
Uranium Ore Discovered in
Basin of Colorado River
'WASHINGTON.— The largest de-
posits of uranium ore yet found in
the United States have been discov-
ered in the Colorado river basin
area, a senate source said.
The atomic energy commission,
It was learned, has been urged to
push development of these deposits
in the hope of making the United
States independent of foreign sup-
plies.
Uranium is the stuff of which
atomic bombs are made. It and
thorium are the only naturally oc-
curring elements which can be
made to undergo atomic fission in a
chain reaction.
Most of the uranium used in this
Country's two million dollar atomic
energy project comes (torn the
Great Bear lake region of northern
Canada. Another important source
is the Belgian Congo. •
Open Windows Induce Colds,
Medical Instructor Insists
BOSTON — If you like to sleep
with the bedroom windows wide
open, an instructor at Harvard
Medical school has a word of ad-
vice.
Dr. Theodore L. Badger says
don't do it. He says it leads to colds.
itstead, be gave the Massachusetts
Medical society his own prescrip-
tion for good sleeping. Here it Is:
Air and cool bedroom about 10
minutes before bedtime Then close
the windows. After that, says Dr.
Badger. just leave the bedroom
doors open so warm air may enter
frorn other parts of the house.
SAN FRANCISCO.—A new instrie
rpent for measuring physical fit-
ness, one which probably also will
be. of help in studying circulatory
diseases, was announced by Dr.
William g. Berg. University of Cali-
fornia medical physicist.
The instrument is an adaptation
oi the tnermal cor.ductivity ana-
lyzer, wh ch is used widely in indus-
try to determine the makeup of
gases. It an identify gases by indi-
cating th amount of heat they are
able to onduct under given con-
ditions.
As d lorted by Dr. Berg, the
instrtune t measures the amount of
carbon cloxide produced and the
amount at oxygen consumed by the
body, first during rest and then dur-
ing lively exercise.
The difference in the amount of
carboy dioxide produced is an indi-
cator of energy used, which in turn
is a measure of physical vigor.
By confining the test to certain
types of exercise the instrument
may help doctors locate areas of re-
stricted circulation, Dr. Berg said.
For example. when only step-up ex-
ercises are used, involving mainly
the legs, a subnormal increase in
carbon dioxide output may indicate
poor blood circulation in the legs.
Instruments for determining the
metabolic raie have been in medi-
cal use for many years. They utilize
combinations of chemical and phys-
ical processes ter measuring diox-
ide production.
Marriage License Clerk
Joins June Bridal Throng
NEW YORK. — For nearly a
year Miss Tillie Zmurko has
toiled in the Bronx municipal
building, typing marriage li-
cense applications—nearly 5.000
of them.
When Clerk Dan Vona opened
his wicket for the rush of early
June des. there, smiling at
him, ads Tillie, determined to be
first.
She said she met her husband-
to-be about the time she began
typing applications.
Tough Topkicks Convert
G.I. Joe Into Dapper Dan
CHICAGO. — When Hairy Harry
became G.I. Joe it turned him into
a Dapper Dan, a survey just com-
pleted here reveals
Seeking sharpness, both figura-
tive and literal, the nation's 46 mil-
lion shavers now use an average of
55 razor blades annually, in con-
trast to 43 before the war, the sur-
vey shows. Army and navy train-
ing, which emphasized the daily
shave, is considered the major fac-
tor responsible for the increase, ac-
cording to Arthur H. Rogow. vice
president of Eversharp company. in
announcing results of the survey.
The average doughboy or gob,
stimulated by tough topkicks and
bellicose bos'ns, used an average of
125 blades annually, he pointed out.
This war-born habit of frequent
trimming of the underbrush was re-
sponsible for skyrocketing sales of
razors and blades made by Ameri-
can manufacturers to an all-time
high estimated at 80 million dollars
during 1948, Rogow said. The total
was nearly twice that of the previ-
ous record year. 1929, when sales
amounting to 42 million dollars
were rung up.
National prosperity, which gave
the average man more money to
spend on his personal appearance,
was the second major factor in
stimulating the trend toward beard-
less jowls, the survey indicated.
This was expressed not only in
more frequent shaving, Rogow
pointed out, but in a more carefree
attitude toward blades.
Men who squeezed from 8 to 10
shaves from a blade when times
were tough now discard them after
they have been used an average of
4 times.
Polar Bear Cub Catches
Head in Aluminum Keg
NEW YORK — A two-year-old
Polar bear cub, frolicking in •
Bronx zoo pool before several hun-
dred spectators. made a sharp dive
in the direction of a floating alumi-
num keg and hit the target with
such force that its head pierced the
thin sheeting.
Scrambling out of the water with
the keg, placed in the pool to en-
liven the water antics of the ani-
mals. the cub clawed blindly at the
cylinder about its head for an hour
before zoo attendants were able to
remove it — and then, uninjured.
promptly plunged back into the
pool.
Dirty Face Is No Ciento
Under Law, Court Decides
TRENTON, N. J. — To have a
dirty face is not a legal offense, the
New Jersey Supreme court ruled in
clearing -Susan Bower," biocide
mystery girl, of a disorderly coo-
duct charge.
Chief Justice Clarence E. Casa
ruled that the complaint should
have been dismissed at the time of
the 20-year-old hitch-hiker's arrest
in Palisades Park, N. J., last fall.
She was convicted and served 40




BUILDING MATERIALS_ _ - - - -
CONCRET1E BLOCK MACHINES 200 to
240 block's hour, otbers 
hand or power 45 to
IOU hour, brick machines. 
batch misers
any site. motors and gas engines 
MADI-
SON EQUIPMENT CO.. 
Sottisen Teas.
_
FARMS AND RANCHES _
TOM SALE: sae AE 
DAISY rAktill. Teir
further details write C. C. 
I'MVER1141110M,
Rom 40. Miami Spologs, 
Plopeida.
HELP WANTED EN_
WANTED—Service superintendent by Tool
dealer App's, 
JOHNSON AUTO Co.,
Wait Memphis, Ark. Please 
22.
WANTED—Two white male silk aud argot
preasers. quality work only. 
Good pay.
Must be reliable. Call. 
wire or report.




Beauty Culture is said to he almost 
deuce.-
slam proof. Enroll Now in the s
outh a new-
est. fines: Beauty School 0.1 
approved
MEMPHIS REACTS' SCHOOL
Tel. 364004 1371 Overbite Part A 
Memphis 4. Teammate.
"Cesme tater • is a petticoat's', a miiiim.••
LIVESTOCK  
Poultry naisorst Flies and lice dealt 703
money. Control them safely. ellecnvety and
econoinirally with Dr. 1...eGrar'• Animal &
Barn Spray containing DDT Non-poison-
ous. non-irritpting. Goes tether at tar
STOP SCREW WORMS In your live-
stock the modern. scientific way. treelOr
LeGear's Screw Worm Smear. KRIS all
worms instantly. prevents fliallner infest.-
Hon. Safe, economical to tale. Salts. guar
PILMEISRED DUROCS of Me Breeds lop
bloodlines. Wri.e us.
ROBERT G. 1.,INGDON. Itellorsa. Ala.,
_ MISCELLANEOUS
Top prices paid for all
kinds Send for free nit
or ship to
ROGeS FUR CO 4IS 
So. WS St.
• 11111. Leeks S. Me.
_
FOR SALE—Two Sovereign hair dryer-
and one Re.ihstic permanent machine. 15
amps. Cued very little and in perfert
shape. Will sell reasonable 'The VAR-
ETTE BEAUTY SHOPPE. Melees. Art.
-
GASOLINE TANKS: steel oil Maras: gar-
bage cans: wooden ty.rrels.
COOPERAGE LO,, termer Gettegis sad
Floral,,. Memphis. Testae's**.
FOR SALE—Water well drithrig 1.4 in-
cludirut motor pump arid equpiment for
well drilling, together with drill pipe, b.t.s.
and pipe dies. Rig is mounted on a the-
ton white truck. Price V RhO.
Plisse 10-11 Pteayasse. Minn.
WILKES MOTOR SALES
FOR SALE—Several new 3 so 5 b. p. Inter-
national gasoline and kerosene erifiste•
Also some 5 to 7% h. p. 3-pliase electric
motors. AII above at ',Cry ion prices
Also have in stock 6- sand and gravel
dredg:ne hose. WEBER MACHINE •
WELDING 110AILS, Arras. Sits&
A HEAL ERAILITIVICI. nt,yrritrwY to
Plastic Brooch Pin. Posta.ii 115.115.
MISS M. OLIVTW
227 N. Waal. Oak Put. M.
Bottenbele Workers. $11.ao. Singer. White
Rotary. Kenmore. Domestic. Singer tie,-
tric consci.e. oortnbleS. tr•-•dle machines
treectriditioneel Sewing
1117 Whitehall. Atlanta. lee C. 0.
4 - -
REAL ESTATE—MISC.
WHY RENT—Get 20 Acres for less
1116-00 Informa.lon- SLOP
MISS lg. OLI3F1t
/21 PI. klaipIe Oak ram as.
************
You Can Be a Partner
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds!







Made with a _fore arena base Yoder&
is actually scoria'', to Donna skim.
No harsh chemicals or irritating
salts. Won't harm akin or clothing.
Stays soft aryl creamy, never gets
grwiny.
Try pestle Yorlors— ;fah the oondeefill
crili-renea•
HERE,s A ROACH KILLER
TOP WORKS FDA DAYS
Sah ts eta Au Mart
jULLA on THE SPOT
OURS HITE1181S-INTS R3,1*D
Odorless —Smistoss
LAMM tepees ee Lougee
Oa sole et Yew hooter es Write
MIK MINT & ILN CI., km IdsIi, ti
cip Them Cleanse the 
Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
You: Incise's evastantiy Mewin
g
waste matter from the bloodstream'. net
kidneys ...onn los is nor work---do
sot &eves Maar, mtendett—taii to re-
move impurities that, if remised, 
may
the system sad spent tile trialspoison 
stactnery
Syssmoras guy be mums becks/Me,
persistent boseanke, attacks of disinams.
getting up sights, amiliog, pallsitise
leader the eyso—a feeling of nervous
anxiety sad on of pep sad strewth.
°dreams Q kidwer w Madam aw-
arder are somethask burning, meaty or
too froqueat urination.
There should be no doubt that preempt
treatusatil Meer Ikea neglect. I
Dena's Pills. Dorris base lirme wina.aft
sow friends fat mom Ohm km, roma.
They Imre • aatiso-wide reputation
Are recessesodoi by prowdMirespir ta•










kl ARTY HENDRICKS tapped his
i v' pencil ou the desk and glanced
nervously at the wall cluck. Only
twenty minutes: more before the
dead hoe for the afternoon Star and
not a story worth a rap had come in
over the telephone! Not, that Marty
Hendricks usually worried about
wt kind of story came in over the
wire. He had always had magic In
his fingers—magic that let him take
the dryest bit of news from police
stations or fire htiuses and re-write
it into a regular Arabian Nights
tale. Buil today things had been dif-
ferent. Today Marty Hendricks had
overheard a conversation between
the city editor and the Chief and his
whole World had crumbled
"Say.'' the Chief had said as
Marty paused a moment outside his





to be the best





and turn it into a piece that made
a sob sister out of every woman. But
he's gone to pieces—hasn't written
a good story for months."
"I've noticed that myself," the
city editor answered as Marty's
heart thumped. "Guess he's gone
stale. Twenty-live years at a re-
write desk will do that to a man."
"Well, he'll have to spruce up or
give up the job." the Chief growled.
"There's a young man asking for
that job and they say he's a.,dandy.
If Marty doesn't perk up we'd bet-
ter put him back on some light
work and get that young fellow.,'
The conversation had trailed on,
but Marty had not listened to an?
more of it. His hands were trem-
bling as he found his way back to
his desk and there was a lump in
his throat that he couldn't swallow
no matter how hard he tried. He.
Marty Hendricks. the best re-write
roan that the Star had ever had,
about to be ditched.
He sat down at his desk and tried
to think what it would mean to
Sarah Ann if he lost this job. Sarah
Ann was a good wife—a mighty
good one. She could make a dollar
go further than any other wife he
knew, but even Sarah Ann had a
hard time getting all the things the
kids needed out of his salary. And
if that was cut, no telling how
they'd be able to manage. Six kids
—they ate up a lot. six kids did!
And now that Marty Juruor was
heading for college they had to put
a little aside every month. Yes
six kids were an awful lot—T00
MANY." he thought as he glanced
down at the snapshot pressed under
the glass top of his desk There they
were—Sarah Ann and the six of
them.
He turned his eyes away from the
snapshot and glanced at the wall
clock. If a story would only come—
just one story that would let him
show the Chief what he could do!
































































By HILDA PHELPS HAMMOND
He remembered thwe wae:a bi-
cycle and a boy at hN house, too.
He picked up the receivei and
cleared his throat. "Hello," he said.
"Yes— . . An accident ist St.
Charles Avenue and Adams1
Yes. I've got it. What's that? Boy
ten years old .. no hope . .. a bi-
cycle and a car . . . yes . *hose
boy? Don't know yet? ... I see . "
He put down the receiver and
pulled his typewriter toward$ him 
Hisfingers reached for the keys ,
Ten minutes to the dead line now
. he'd have to hurry. He'd have
to make it a good story . .1. this
might be the last story he'd ever
re-write if he didn't make &good!
HIS eyes strayed again io thesnapshot beneath the glass.
Ten years old . . . why, that was
just the age of little Andy! Perhaps
the boy looked like Andy . .1 . per-
haps he had blue eyes arid red
cheeks and a nose that turned up.
His fingers began to play uppn the
keys of the typewriter—lightly as
though someone else were writing.
Funny, he thought, that the;words
should slip off the keys so faht now
. . . he didn't even have toi think.
The story was writing itself . . .
writing Itself -this way:
"He might have been "nine.
That's what every man and Woman
in New Orleans should think When
they read about the ten-year-old
boy who will never ride a bicycle
again. It happened at St. charles
Avenue and Adams Street in the
City of New Orleans, but it happens
every day in every city of Arberica.
It was only a second-hand bike—but
the boy must have thought it as
handsome as any bicycle that ever
came out of a department, 
store,,His father probably didn't wsin  him
to have it and his mother plobably
didn't want him to have it either.
But mothers and fathers hate soft
hearts and so this mother ind fa-
ther couldn't bear to say 'no' to
him, although their heads l must
have told them that they were fools
to send a child of ten into that line
of traffic.
"The bicycle was painted red and
the handlebars were still ;silvery
when they found the pieces. But the
zsIIII7
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wheels of the bicycle were as crum-
bled and twisted as the body of the
small boy. The police haven't re-
ported yet who was to blame for
the accident but WE know. It was
the fault of all of us—the fault of ,
modern civilization which allows •
cars and trucks and little lads on,
bicycles to, ride together on the .
same streets. He might have been
your kid—and he might have been
mine. .What are we going to do
about it?" 1
Marty stopped a moment and re-
read the last line. It was a funny
line to end a story with, he thought'
—a wrong line, perhaps. The Chief
might not 'like it. He started to
change it. but he couldn't. First of
all, because he couldn't think of
anything else to say and then, too,
because he vi:es in a great hurry all
at once. He snatched the paper
from the typewriter and fairly ran
to the city editor's desk.
The city editor's eyes traiseled
over the page. "Pretty good," he
announced when he had finished
reading it -A little too much edi-
torial flavor to it, but you've perked
up Marty . . why, where's he
gone?"
For Marty Hendricks HAD gone.
He had made the elevator in noth-
ing flat and he was already shooting
down in the lift. He wasn't wonder-
ing how the city editor liked the
story—and he wasn't caring wheth-
er the Chief liked it or not. He was
remembering that there was a sec-
ond-hand bicycle at his house—a bi-
cycle that was painteti red and had
silvery handle bars. "Of course,
there were thousands of bicycles
like that in New Orleans," he told
himself as the elevator stopped and
let him out. But he had to be SURE
. Sure that he and Sarah Ann still
had time to take that bicycle out of
circulation!
Jobs weren't important. Marty
Hendricks thought as he ran along
the street and hailed a passing
street car. Not a bit important corm
pared to fie boy with blue eyes and
rosy cheeks and a turned up nose
He could get another job—but he
couldn't get another kid like Andy
Not anywhere in the whole world!
And six kids weren't too many!
"No. Sir," said Marty Hendricks to
himself as he swung on to the car
step. "SIX kids are JUST EX
ACFLY RIGHT!"
'THE crocheter's first love—the
pineapple design, makes these
charming doilies suitable for so
many uses. Easy to crochet.
• • •
Lacy elegance for very little tone and
money. Pattern 550 contains directions
or dollies. stitches. Price of pattern 20
cents.
Due to an unusually large demand and
current conditions, slightly more time is
required in filling orders for • few of the
most popular patterns.
Send your order to
How to Make New Friends
We had just moved into a nest
house in a new neighborhood in a
new town; a little Western city
without any of the advantages of a
more erudite community. The sec
ond day we were there she came
bearing gifts, a glass of jelly she
had made' from wild chokecherries
the autumn before.
She was lust a little country
woman. She had always lived there.
She hadn't ever been more than
fifty intlea from home, had never
seen a railroad train or an airplane.
had been only once to the movies.
But I never met one of more cos-
mopolitan personality, of broader
vision or of more supreme happi-
ness. You couldn't be with her for
more than an hour without catching
the spirit of her infectious laugh, of
her rare and rollicking good humor
or some of the spirit of her amazing
charm.
Yet she was a woman who had
lived all her life 'advan-
tages."
One evening as we sat on the
porch I craestioned her closely about
her philoaophy of life and the gene
sis of heraaersonality. And I believe
that what she told me will go with
me as a source of inspiration and
help as long as I live. I also believe
it may likewise help you.
All her life she her merely made
it a point to make a new friend of
every new person who moves into
the comMunity. It was the reflection
of her friendship toward others that
made her eyes shine, her conversa-
tion sparkle with good fellowship
and the humor that endeared her to
everyone within a radius of a hun-
dred miles. She drew you like a
magnet.. per charm was irresist-
ible.
And allishe had done was to make
a. new friend!
I suppose in her Me that some
persons had taken advantage of her
friendship. I suppose she had been
cheated and robbed as I have, as
you have.: Maybe you and I have be
come a little bit embittered because
of it. Not she. She found the new
friends she won outweighed the loss
of those who were faithless to her
trust.
If you will assume that everyone
Is your friend, and try to make new
social contacts every day, It will do
some mysterious and very good
things to your personality.
It will make your personality
warm and friendly, and will draw
persons to you from every walk of
life
' Far better than any academic
rules of psychology is the simple
rule of the mountain woman which
I learned as dusk fell and the rab-
bits came out to play: "If you want
friends. you have to show folks you
are a friend I guess that is all there
is to it."
Sewing Circle !Needlecraft Dept.
344 W. Randolph St. Chicago N, m.




When India's Chamber of
Princes holds a meeting in Delhi,
each of its 121 royal members is,
saluted, upon arrival, by the nurn-
ber of guns that indicates his
rank, the total being nearly 1,500
cannon shots which require a
week to fire.
itollp: FRESH DRIN!'.1iIG WATER
Rove. *Ow ii s. 50 6.1.





its wholesome antiseptics and na-
ture aiding medication. Nothing else
like it—nothing so comforting—or
pleasant to; externally caused skin





Irritated bladder linings (not sluggish kidney*
largely responsibni for beckeches, .leg pains.
burning passages, ages. getting up mega!Lid-
y-et.rnularit.-only pills only relieve indirectly.
For quicker, longer-letting _comfort,
to Foie,' (the new kidney-bladder) Pills.
Yee, they stimulate kidney action , too. But
mare important, they have powerful sedative-
hke aeticia that dowdy allays bladder irrita-
tion& That makes for quicker. longer-lasting re.
lid. Ask druggist for FLey Pills. Unless___yoe
find them far more es , Diatneas




The amazing cutting ability of the
Bushman Saw makes it especially
useful for all-purpose work on the
farm—rough work—cutting fence
posts—trimming trees—smooth,
fast cutting, perfect balance.
At Leading Hardware Storrs
GENSCO TOOL DIVISION
1 830 N Kostnpri Clyicogo.30
ikCCIDENTS are bound to hap-?en in any household. Be pre-
pared! It's a rare summer day
that at least one of the children
doesn't come home with a wound
of some kind.
• • •
Do you know how to cleanse a scraped
knee? Remove dirt or other objects from
an eye? Stop a nosebleed? Send for cn:r
Weekly Newspaper Service booklet
No. al-
it tells how to meet emergencies. nurse
a bed patient, care for the new baby.
and more Send 25c (coin) for "Prac-
tical Instruction for the Home Nurse"
to Weekly Newspaper Service, 243 West
17th St., New York II, N. Y. Print name.
address, booklet title and No. 81.
411?, ms. f•- 0- 0- 0- is. 0- 0- 0- is- 0- 0- 
ft.?
? MK ME 7;
ANOTHER ;
7 • ?
ij A General Quiz ?
1. What man, one-time gover-
nor of Tennessee, abandoned civ-
ilization and was adopted as the
chief of the Cherokee nation?
2. Did the ancient Egyptians
worship bugs?
3. How much water does Old
Faithful, the geyser in Yellow-
stone park, discharge at each
eruption? 
4. What is the distance around
the lip of the Liberty bell?
5. How thick is a bolt of light-
ning?
8. The United States is divided
into how many time zones?
7. Where is the longest rail-
road in the world?
8. Which city, Los Angeles or
New York, covers more land?
The Anewere
I. Sam Houston.
2. Yes. They' worshipped a
beetle called a scarab, which they
painted on tombs, carved in stone
and used as models for jewelry.
3. About 15,000 gallons.
4. Twelve feet.
5. From the thickness of a
hair to five inches in diameter.
6. Four: Eastern, central,
mountain and Pacific.
7. In Russia. From point to
point the Trans-Siberian railroad
is approximately 8,000 miles long
including branches.
8. Los Angeles, 452.2 square
miles, New York, 365.4 square
miles.
Now-666 kris', yesi laehdne-gise 3 mere
awn- eseleriais ecribissed es Teesepleel




Om 'CERTAIN MTV Of Moab-
Do female functional monthly disturb- 4
gums make you feel nervous, Irritable
so weak and tired out—at such times
Then do try Lydia It Pinkaam's Vege-
table Compound to mites. such symp-
tom*. It's famous foe this! Taken risgu
larly — Plnkhanni Compound betp
build up realnance against such Ma
tress, Also • great stomactile main
U1111 f. an'At
MERCHANTS
buys something more than
space and circulation in
the columns of this news-
paper. It buys space and
circulation plus the favor-
able consideration of our
readers for this newspaper
and its advertising patrons.
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT
Published Thursday afternoon of each week on
Main Street in Benton, Ky.
W. J. MYRE and L. NELSON, Owners and Publishers
ANNA MUREL MYRE, Editor
Entered as 2nd. Class Matter June 10, 1903 at Post Office
St Benton, Ky., under Act of Congress March 3, 1879.







1. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
Tri-State Baseball
SUNDAY'S SCHEDULE




Benton:s Lions continued to
roar over the Eastern Division
of the Twin-States League by
tramping, out a twin triumph
over Smithland at Smithland
Sunday afternoon.
Benton won the first tilt 8-1,
but was forced to score two
runs in he last frame to edge
out a 4-3 win in the nightcap.
The runs scored on a single by
Goheen. who winch-hit.
Highlight of the first game
was a triple play by the Ben-
ton infield Smithland had the
bases loaded. when Joe Fields.
third baseman cattght a line-
!drive, stepped on the bag, threwto Smith Dunn• second bacc;-. 
man who, stepped on secon('
and tagged the runner commn
in from first base. Total of thk
of course is four men out or. ;
First Game: R.H.E
balances, and cash items in process of collection .... 552,958.01 Benton . 000 341 0-8 10 4
2. United States Government obligations, direct Smithland 100 000 0-134
and guaranteed  1,642,815.00
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions  4.503.65
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures  5,000.00
Loans and discounts  613,010.28'
4. Bank premises owned $4,750.00, furniture
• and fixtures $1,000.00 
11. Other assets 
. LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, BURNA, CALVERT SPLIT
partnerships, and corporations  Burna and Calvert City halv-
15. Deposits of United States Government ed a 'twin bill at Burna Sun- I
(including postal savings)  day afternoon In the Twin-;.
14. Deposits of States and political subdivisions  477,557.62 States competition. the Burna.
17. Deposits of banks .\.  1,963.91; boys pounding out an 11-8 win;
21. TOTAL DEPOSITS • $2,709,292.20 in the first game and then'
M. TOTAL LIABILITIES (not including dropning a 2-1 derision. I
subordinated obligations shown below)  2,709,292.20: An eight-run rally in the;
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS . sixth inning of the first tilt ;
Jones and Darnell: 'Taylor. ;
Gardner, Anglin and Doyle.
Second Game R. H. E
Benton  001 010 2-4 8 0
Smithland 001 101 0-3 9 0 ,
5,750.00 Thompson and Jones. Dar-




27. gnclivided profits 
211. TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 
II. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS  2,824,413.94
ly four hits.
'This bank's capital consists of 500 shares 
, First Game:
common stock with total par value of  $50,000.00
; Calvert
MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure 
I Burna 102 008 X-11 15 7; 
Presson. P. Smith and Hall:
liabilities and for other pu•-?oses  539,000.00; ;#:
I 
a Massey, Thompson and V.
I. B. L. Trevathan, Cashier, of the above-named bank, do m„„v.
s 
solemnly swear that the above statement is true, and that g-i-ond Game: R. H. E.
It fully and correctly represents the true state of the several c t 000 200 0-2 5 2
matters herein contained tnd set forth,- to the best of my ' Burma 
knowledge and 
b lief.000 100 0-1 4 4
Metcalfe  a n d Do 
Rushing.
 ssett: vThompson,mass.
Correct—Attest: B. L. Trevathan Tracey
W. F. Roberts ey
Hatler E. Morgan. Directors.
State of Kentucky, County of Marshall, ss:
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th.
day of July, 1947, and I hereby certify that
I am not an er or director of this bank.
C. D. Nichols, Notary Public
My Commission expires July 10,1950.
50,000.00 was the deciding factor in th
' 50,000.00! opener. Calvert's two runs in
15,121.74 
the fourth inning were. enough ;
.115,121.74 
to give Metcalfe the victory in 1
' the nightcap as he gave up on- I
HARDIN WINS. TIES
Hardin's Tnldenendents won
the opener 7-2 of a doublle bill
then tied Grand Rivers 2-2 in
an eleven inning nightcap on
Sunday afternoon.
Is your home as bealli-
ful as you wish it were?
Do you dream of modern,
decorative loveliness but
want it at a Savirigs?
Then visit our Furniture Department for excep-






Rivers its in the seven,
opener, while his mates!
11 off Stafford.,
was : a tough
between Miller
ner, who collaborated on 
the
mound for the winners.
Palma's only run came 
in
the first inning. The 
Marion
hurlers gave up only two 
hits.
Score by innings: R. H. 
E.
Palms 100 000 000 00-1 
2 2
Marion 000 001 000 01-2 
S 4
MARION LICKS PALMA
Marion pushed across ofleN 0 TICE
run in the eleventh inning to! To
. 
o be th-e l home
the voters 
the votingedge out Palma's Redbirds 2-1 dad
In an exciting game at Marion (*allied to the
t
A single, sacrifice, and a
second hit proved
Sunday afternoon.
punches needed for the winning;
tally. The score broke up
brilliant battle between Jesse;
Knott, who retired Marion in
order eight out of thie first teal
Innings, and Johnson and Coy-





Ramco Riflgs ElOctric Ignition
American Brake Bloc Linings
Martin Senour Paint
Tail Pipes Mufflers
Located in Filbeck Building next
to U—TOTE—EM Grocery.
You'll wystle a tune as you drive
along to your favorite Fishing Spot*
for your car is in ti top condition




























PAID VACATION 10.7)A, WHICH
STARTED 53 YEARS AGO
AT GENERAL ELECTRIC,
NOW EXTENDS To EVERY
EMPLOYEE, WITH OVER
ONE it'EAR S SERVICE.
4L E EifECTRIC
5 gal. Roof .Paint $3.99, Sher- 
Ms, Linseed repLacement ae
win Williams white outside 
52.95 per gal. Heath Hdwe. 6




Insure now — Tomorrow
May be too late.
Phone 2 1 5 1
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn..
Insurance Agency
Benton Kentucky .
There's no need to fan after a
meal prepared from our selection
of hot weather foods.
Fresh Vg. tables, Fruits
and Meats.
Benton Theatre
Thursday at 3:00. 7:00 & 9:90 P. M.
Friday Matinee continuous 1:30 to 3:45 P. Pt
Friday night at 7:00 & 9:00 o'clock.
Saturday continuous 10:00 A. M. to 12 Midnigist.
Sunday at 1:30 - 3:30 & 9:00 P. M.
Wednesday 1:30 - 3:30 - 7:00 & 9:00 P. M.
ecnnicolor Spec:Jai, -A Boy And His . Dog",




TRAIL OF KIT CARSON.,
Serial, Chapter 5, "Daughter of Don Q"
Added .. Disney color. "Pluto's Housewarming"
MGM News of Day   March of Time, "Your Doctor .... 1947
Added ..... Merrie Melody Cartoon, "Goofy Gophers"
Melody Maser. "Vaudeville Revenue"
NOTICE
To the voters of
precinct The voting
be at
Mrs. Robert rannagan and
the,. depot at Elva, Ky.
. Heath Hardware ana Funriture dust and powder gun.s at Heath i TO BE STARTED
Ice chests, rerri 
son of Ethel, Miss., Mr. Hollice
Johnston and son of Detroit sons of Knoxville, Tenn. areplace will Company.
Walker Myers, Sheriff, electric fans at Hr 
I The first round of spraying and Mrs. DistOn Johnston of visiting
Marshall and Furniture 
and See the new Admiral Elec- I ts now completed. The second k Murray were th guests of Mrs.
Hdwe. tric Stove at Heath Hdwe. and round of spraying will be W. P. Williams
1 Hdwe. and Furn. Co.
mother and 
in Marshall County this week.
eeraatthersHd 
relatives and friends
Mrs. Bill Hill and Mrs. Eli-.  kuiwt,i s
Co. 0
TINE TRIBUNEi-DEMOCRAT IIENTON, KENTLICK/
Another shipment of oil and Fly Spray, Paris Green Ar- SECOND ROUND
Elva. Kv.
County.
Company. Furn. It has everything started at once. All houses that ; Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Alford July 2abeth were in Paducah Thurs- *we giros
Evegthinf iut defrkoe far
BIG-CAR QUALITY
4
You'll like that Big-Car styling!
You'll like the long, low lines of the new Chevrolet. You'll likethe look of massiveness and sturdiness. That big, beautifulUnisteel body is by Fisher, you know—the only Body by Fisherin the low-price field!
You'll lik* rhos* hip-Car features!
Chevrolet's packed with features that
give you Big-Car comfort and. safety.
Positive-Action Hydraulic Brakes, for
example, with exclusive design features
for safer, surer stops. Unitized Knee-
Action, for instance, that adds stability
and ease of steering, as well as riding
comfort.
THIS—you'll kvid
But your greatest thrill will
come when you find out
that Chevrolet is the lowest-
priced line in its field . . .
and the line that costs less
for gas, oil and upkeep.
Chevrolet's the one car that




—for the way it keeps
your car at its best





You'll like that Sig-Car
performance!
You'll find it fun to drive a new
Chevrolet. There's power and pep
to spare in the only Valve-in-Head
Engine that powers a popular-
priced car. And Chevrolet's quiet,
comfortable, road-hugging way of
going is so restful—so relaxing!
Benton Phone 3351 Kentucky
to have
There is no cost for respraying
but those who have not hc.d
the service and have not paid
the $3.00 fee will be required
to do so in order to get the
spraying done. They may sign
up with the Contact 'man or
call the Marshall County
Health Department.
It is suggested that persons
wishing to do house cleaning
or redecorate before having
their homes sprayed, do so as
early as possible.
were sprayed early in the pro- Fourth.
gram 'v;rill be resprayed. All ; When in town, make Bailey's
persons wanting the service Store your headquarters, locat-
who missed getting it to date !ed on the South Side of th
will be given an oppertunity , Square. A Friendly Welcome
their homes sprayed awaits you at this Store Al-
ways. Bailey Hdwe. Furn. Co
, We sell Genuine Supplies
Roy Williams, who is attend-
. ing Business University at
!Bowling Green, spent the 4th
,kwith his mother, Mrs. W. P.
:Williams.
!and extra parts for the Aladdin
.Kerosene Lamps. We now have,
'Mantles and Chimneys in stock
.at Bailey Hdwe. & Furn. Co
See our selection of dinner
sets. platers, bowls. glass wared
',Pyrex. Fire Ring oven ware,
Mixing Bowl, Enamel Ware
and many other necessitiesBreakfast Suites, Simmons
.:for the home at Bailey Hdwe.Mattresses and Lane Cedar
'and Furniture Company.Chests at Heath Hdwe. and
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard NelsonFurn. Co.
land family had Sunday dinnerBargains in Red Cedar Chest ,
at Heath Hdwe. and Furn. C0.1,with Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Gard-
ner of Hardin.
epresentative. Veterans Admin-
istration, Regional Office, Lou-
isville, Ky. is in Benton each
Friday at the Court House be-
tween the hours of 9:00 a. m. .her mother Mrs. H. H. Lovett
_ were in Mayfield Wednesdayand 3:00 p. m. to assist veter
shopping.ans and their dependents with
their problems of education. on The canning iseason is near.
the job training, farm training , see us for No. 9 National Prn-
program. hospitalization, out sure Cookers I and Canners.
patients. national service and Price $18.85. Also the 4 qt.
Government Life Insurance, Presto and Mirro-Matic Cookers
Dental Treatment, Disability priced at 12.95. Bailey Hdwe.
1 Compensation or pension, G. Itand Furniture Company.Loans.. Vocationdl Rehabilta-1 Jody Vaughn of Akron. Ohio
I tion, and any 
other benefit to l is visiting his parents, Mr. and
which veterans may be entitl-T Mrs. Vaughn of Benton.
ed under Laws Administered See us for All White Enam-
bv the Veterans Administra- el Coal & Wood Ranges, 5 Bur-
tion. . ner Table Top Oil Ranges. One
Veterans and their depend- and Two Burner Oil Stove Ov-
ents are cordially invited to vis- ens. No. 1.. glii 2 Marvel Cold
it the VA Representative each Water Separators, Boys' Radio-
Friday that he is in Benton to Flyer Wagons at Bailey Hdwe.
Discuss their problems. and Furniture Company
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pete Ely.
1 LOCALS
Bobbie Latham and Mr and son atended the beauty contest
Mrs. L. C. Latham, Miss Mr. and Mrs. A. A. (Pont) Nel-
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Lovett. Jr. .
VETERANS REPRESENTATIVE See us for dinnette suites
IN BEN"TON EACH FRIDAY !Studio Couches, Bed room
• Suites. Metal Beds, RollawayHarry E. Perryman, Contact
Beds. Bed Springs, Inner Spring
and felt mattitesses. Bailey's
1ftardware and Furniture Co.




day attending West Kentucky lieg Totimpoia• ammo
REPORT OF CONDITION OF
Calvert Bank




1. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balances, and cash items in process of collection  71,466E4
2. United States Government obligations direct
and guaranteed  235,500' .00
6. Loans and discounts (including $27.91 overdrafts) 47,661.31
7. Bank premises owned $900.00, furniture
and fixtures $400.00  1.308.00
12...TOTAL ASSETS    355,928.15
LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals,.
partnerships, and corporations.  ...... 315,473.07
14. Time deposits of individuals,
partnerships, and corporations 17.430.00
15. Deposits of United States Government
(including postal savings)  267.23
18. Other deposits (certified and officers' checks, etc ) —1,676.40
19. TOTAL DEPOSITS  9334,046,71
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (not including




26. Surplus  5,000.00
27. Undivided • profits 1,081.45
29. TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS  
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND /
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 335.928.15
This bank's capital consists of 30d shares
common stock with total par value of  :5 006.00
MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
and for other purposes  NONE
32. Obligations subordinated to claims of depositors and
other creditors, not included in liabilities   NONE
I. J. R. Hoover. Cashier, of the above-named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement is true,
and that it fully and correctly represents the true
state of the several matters herein contained and
set forth, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Correct—Attest: J. R. Hoover
M. J. Draffen James L. Draffen
William R. Draffen, Directors.
State of Kentucky. County of Marshall, ss•
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 8th.
day of July, 1947. and I hereby certify that
I am not an officer or director of this bank.
G. L. Draffen, Notary Public





est Kentucky Rural tlectric Coop.
*#.
SATURDAY JOLT 12, 1947 AT
MAITIED HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
FREE ATTENDANCE PRIZES
Talks by Tom S. Waller and Miss Amelia Station, T V A Home Economist
See Display of the 1948 Electrical Appliances







°d Ranges just arrived at senate of Lead, bean bettle OF DDT SPRAYING 
in Paducah Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill and
EDITOR'S NOTE: This newsPaper,
through special arrangement with the
Washington Bureau of Wetter* News-
paper Union at 1616 Eye Street. N. W..
Washington, D. C.. is able to being
readers this weekly columns on prob-
lems of the veteran and serviceman
and his family. Questions may be ad-
dressed to the above Bureau and ifs*,
will be answered in a subsequent col-
umn. No replies caw be made direct by
mail, but only in the column which
aPPear in this newspaper regularly.
Latest tabulations at Veteran?
administration indicate that more
than a million of the veterans
claiminaidjusted compensation for
unemployment have obtained jobs
during the past several months.
The number on unemployment
compensation rolls has dropped
from the peak of 1.800,000 in Jan-
uary to approximately 728,000 in
June this year. Increased work op-
portunities, improved methods of
job counselling and the fact that
about 30,000 have exhausted their
compensation rights account for the
decrease.
Since the program was inaugu-
rated in September, 1944. more
than two billion dollars has been
paid to veterans for unemployment
compen•sation. The rate now runs
approximately a little less than 2e
million dollars a week.
Q. I am a veteran who has been
discharged more than a year and I
would like to know a little about
state bonuses. I am a resident a
Pennsylvania but when I went into
the service I enlisted in Baltimore
and my father signed my papers in
Harrisburg. I lived in Baltimore
about three months before enlist-
ing. Would I receive a state bonus
from Maryland or Pennsylvania? If
It's Maryland, what should I do? I
believe they already have theirs.
—C. A. T., Lewistown, Pa,
A. Due to the variability of the
state bonus laws, it would be neces-
sary to know the resident require-
ments of both the Pennsylvania and
Maryland laws. It is suggested that
you write to the state treasurer or
other state official in charge of the
state bonus, in Harrisburg and they
will advise' whether you are eligible
for the Pennsylvania bonus.
Q. Can you tell me it I can get a
pension? My husband died and I re-
married before the pension came
out. Now I have a divorce and have
taken my first husband's name. He
was a veteran of World War I.—
Mrs. I. P., Oildale, Calif.
A. I do not believe you are en-
titled to a pension since you for-
feited pension rights by your re-
marriage.
Q. Will it be necessary for the
government to cut pensions and
other benefits to veterans as a re-
suit of the cuts in budgets made by
congress? Can you tell me how
much the government has spent for
education and training of World
War II veterans?--Mrs. I. F. K.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
A. Most of the benefits are -Axed
by law, hence there can be no re-
duction of benefits. If benefits run
higher than appropriations, con-
gress must provide for a deficiency
appropriation. The latest tabulation
of education and training costs by
VA shows that cumulative exiiendi-
Cures amounted to $2,283,000,000 as
of May 1. 1047. However, a congres-
sional sub-committee is now consid-
ering a measure which would reduce
or eliminate veterans' benefits for
all those enlisting in the services
after August 1.
Q. Our son was killed in action In
the Pacific. We received our official
notification from the navy depart-
ment after he had been reported
missing for several months. We be-
lieve that he had some back pay
coining to him for the months be
was missing in action. Can you tell
us how we can find out about this
and how we' can collect this money
If it is coming to our son!—Mrs.
A. .I. H., North Platte, Neb,
A. Write to the Bureau of Naval
Personnel. Navy Department, Wash-
.ington 25. D. C. If the claim is a
valid one, forms will be sent you
and you will receive payment from
the bureau of supplies and ac-
counts, field branch, navy depart-
rent, at Cleveland, Ohio.
Q. Can you tell us if we can cash
our terminal leave bonds this year?
—Pvt. G. Q., Paris, Tex,
A. You might be able to receive
cash for your terminal leave bonds
this year, although, as of June 25,
the law had not been passed by
congress. Such a law has passed
the senate and is expected to pass
the house although a similar law in
the house has been held up by the
rules committee.
Q. Is a veteran of World War /1
entitled to emergency hospital care
In case of an appendicitis operation
and are the costs paid by the
government? — F. H. G., Bonita
bprings. Fla.
A. Yes, ordinarily emergency
hospitalization is granted but the
veteran, or someone acting for him,
should communicate with the near-
est veterans hospital or office by
telephone or telegraph and request
authority for admission and trans-
portation if necessary. Prior au-
thority is necessary before a per-






literally "see again" as they-
learn the highly technical and
delicate craft of radio repair
at Radio Engineering insti-
tute here.
Men who have been blind
all their lives and ex-service-
men who lost their sight or
were otherwise severely dis-
iibled in the recent conflict represent
the bulk of enrollees at Radio Engi-
neering institute. Their objective is
to learn a trade which will permit
them to return to their home com-
munities as self-sustaining members
of society. Armed with the techni-
cal training • acquired at the insti-
tute, graduates establish their own
business as radio and electronic
technicians or as dealers in appli-
ances.
Described as the only school in
the' world catering to the sightless
and the disabled. Radio Engineering
Institute was opened October 1,
1945. From its meager beginning
with only three blind students, the
school has -expanded rapidly as its
facilities became known. Today the
school has 25 blind men in training
and its first graduates already have
establishOd their mark in the busi-
ness world,
The Blind Teach.
Founder and head of this unique
school is LaVon Peterson, who was
born blind. Peterson acquired his
knowledge the hard way—by read-
OVERCOMES HANDICAP . . .
Blindness proves no bar to Mar-
tin lank of Indiana as he oper-
ates a drill press, preparing ra-
dio chassis for mounting of parts.
trig Braille, by asking questions and
by patient hours of experimenting
and tinkering. Enthused about ra-
dio since childhood, he determined
to make it his life's work although
officials at the Idaho School for the
Blind had insisted it was impossi-
ble for him to realize his ambi-
tion.
By persistent•effort, however, he
finally achieved his goal of becom-
ingohn expert radio technician. Dur-
ing the war his services were re-
cruited to teach army and marine
radiomen. In a pitch-black room
he showed the fledglings the vari-
ous intricacies of repairing radio
sets in a 30-day course.
His success with this venture
prompted Peterson to consider es-
tablishment of the training school
for the blind. "Why can't blind men
learn the same thing?" he asked.
Two fellow instructors became in-




SHEVLIN. ORE.—For the fifth
time in its existence, this central
Oregon logging community of 600
population has moved again.
Originally a Minnesota town, the
entire community was moved to
Oregon 26 years ago when the Shev-
lin-Hixon Lumber company shift-
ed operations to this state. Since
then four Moves, including two in
the last five years, have been made
to conform with the company's log-
ging operations.
More than 350 buildings in the
community were hoisted upon rail-
road cars and hauled 40 miles to
the new site, in the pine forest on
which the company operates.
Townspeople loaded down their
cars. trucks and trailers with cloth-
ing, small furniture and kitchen-
ware
Streets and utilities in the new
village were -ready when the fami-
lies arrived. Stores already were
open for business. Everyone knew
where he would live as a chart had
been issued weeks before by the
company.. ,
Argument over voting rights and
other civic issues which merited the
1942 move will be eliminated this '
time. That move was from Des
Chutes county into Klamath coun-
ty, invalidating ballots cast in either
county ,On this move. Shevlin
stayed in. Klamath county.
•
HANDICAPPED LEARN A TRADE .. the blind And men attli. L-
ed with other disabilities are given a chance to learn a trade which
will make them self-sustaining members of society at the Radio Engi-
neering institute in Omaha. Picture shows laboratory for men with5
sight but who have other disabilities.
prise and the school became a real-
ity.
"How can the blind man
solder?" "How can he handle
the tiny and delicate radio com-
ponents?" "How can he follow
the color code used in radio re-
ceivers?" "How can he make
the necessary tests essential In
this type of work?"
These and a multitude of similar
queries are continually being hurled
at Peterson and his associates by
people interested in the school and
its work.
Solder Without Burns.
Even the totally blind person,
Peterson insists, can do this type of
work on a par with sighted people.
To the sighted, soldering general-
ly is considered an "impossible job"
for the blind person. The school,
however, has developed a simple
technique in the use of the stand-
ard soldering iron for a blind per. .
son, permitting him to solder with
never a burn.
The color code problem also is
easily solved, since the color code
in wiring is merely a convenient
way for the sighted person to trace
wires. The blind person can trace
wires equally well with his super-
sensitive fingers. Although values
of parts shown by color code can-
not be read by the blind person,
specially adapted instruments em-
ploying sound and a BraWe dial per-
mit him to measure the values
quickly and efficiently.
Development of the testing equip-
ment is the result of long experi-
menting on the part of Peterson.
Determined to do radio work and
unable to buy equipment that would
enable him to take necessary tests
and readings in radio work, Peter-
son sought to devise apparatus
which would permit him to do the
measuring. Through a long proc-
ess of building, experimenting and
tearing down, he finally perfected
the "Braille multi-tester," a device
which measures resistance, cur-
rent, voltage and allied factors.
Tester Is Keystone.
Experimentation with other test-
ing equipment was continued, and
an adapter developed at the insti-
tute now permits a blind person to
read any standard meter. Each
blind person in school now builds
his own adaptor and learns to use it
in radio repair work. This tester,
which the student takes with him
upon graduation, is intended to
serve as the cornerstone for his fu-
ture business.
As the school's role In aiding the
blind became assured, the sugges-
tion eves broached that the radio
field offered possibilities for per-
sons afflicted with disabilities other
than blindness if tools were adapt-
ed to their particular disability.
NORTON, VA.—The Roaring
Fork railroad has roared its last
roar. As Rs last set, the once
colorful little railroad sent a $5
fee to the state corporation com-
mission for a dissolution certif-
icate.
The line began operation in
1904 as a subsidiary of Black-
wood Coal and Coke company.
Although it once carried long
trainloads of coal as well as
passenger trains, the Roaring
Fork eventually was forced to
pull In its steel tentacles as
large railroads gradually ex-
tended their lines into Virginia's
coal fields.
When the Southern railroad
extended a line to Calvin, the
Roaring Fork let its engine fires
die and became a paper rail-
road.
VIDOR. TEX.—Herbert R. Hop-
son. operator of a tilling station at
a crossroads hear here, got tired of
motorists running into a nearby
ditch Hopson generally had to help
them out, and frequently he didn't I
get even a simple "thaqk you" for
his efforts. He solved the problem
by erecting a sign which reads:
"Private ditch; keep out.- Not one
car has gone into the ditch since. i
Aware of the need for this teete 01
training, institute officials estab-
lished a department for training. this
group. Now it is possible for any
person. regardless of his disability,
to learn this type of work.
Only requirements for a dis-
abled student are that he has
the ability to move about, even
though it be In a wheel chair,
and that he has enough gripping
strength in one hand to hold
tools firmly. Grasping devices
operated by the teeth. specially
designed methods of moving
heavy objects and other simi-
lar apparatus hAve been de-
signed for use of those with se-
vere disability.
Fame of the institution has spread
throughout the world. Information
about the training has been4 sought
-SKILLED !FINGERS . . . Even a
soldering iron is mastered by Ger-
ald Yearsiey of Ogden. Utah. as
he repairs a radio. Special test-
big equipment also Is used by the
blind student.
from such far-flung countries as
Cuba, Canada, England. Germany,
Sweden. India and the Philippine
islands.
Many States Represented.
Also indicative of the wide yopte
laxity of the school is the fact that
students are enrolled from I! differ-,
sot states. Although the majority
of students come from Midwestern
states, New York. New Jersey.
North Carolina, Oregon, Uttah and
Montana also are represented.
The blind, including some who
have been sightless all their lives,
comprise the majority of qudents.
Many, however, lost their fight or
were otherwise disabled in .the re-
cent war. All are seeking training
which will enable them to be. self-
supporting and to carve oilit their
own careers in the realm of busi-
ness.
CURTIS, NEB.—Everyttudg ass*.
ciated with the word "cowboy"—
from riding, herding cattle end las-
so swinging to the daily chores nec-
essary on a ranch which is not a
"dude ranch"—is being taught at
summer sessions at Boys Ranch
camp here.
Designed primarily to eve city
boys an opportunity to beceme fa-
miliar with country life arid to un-
derstand how people in rural areas
live and work, Boys Ranch camp is
sponsored by the Nebraska school
of agriculture, a state high school
connected with University of Ne-
braska.
The camp uses all the school's
educational and agricultural facili-
ties on a 400-acre farm epuipped
with , modern buildings and animal
herds Visits are made to nearby
ranches to permit the boy, to see
farm work in process but at',ere is
no classroom work Courses. how-
ever, are given in farm mechanics.
motors, aeronautics stock judg-
ing. butchering, forge, electric wir-
ing and welding An athletic pro-
gram is supervised by ,regular
coaches
At close of the course, the young
cowboys display their skill in han-
dling animals by staging a rode(
and those interested in raising prize
animals compete in a livestock con
test.
Racketeet—Don't worry We have
cars so fresh from the production
line that now and then we find an
inspector still working under 'em..
Customen—But your sigq says
"Second-Hand Cars."
Racketeer—It's a figure of speech.
I can shoit you some autos that
have never appeared anywhere be-
'tire except on factory invoices.
• Customer—As good as new"
Racketee — Better! Go to a
regular agency and look at a new
car. The speedometer will show 10
or 12 miles. Ours will
more than 4 or 6. and all dons
by treadmill.
Customer—How much are you
asking'.
Racketeer—Here's a new model,
for only $1,200 more than the legiti-
mate price.
Customer—I can go to a regular
dealer and get it without any such
mark up
Racketeer—Not while you are still?
young enough to drive!
—*—
USED CAR MART
lAll over the country 
se(ond-hand
dealers are in possession of new
autos for which they get from 
51.0011
to $2,000 over the grice asked 
by
legitimate dealers.—News item.)
Customer—Wnot have you got in f
used cars'
Racketeer—Boy, we have every-
thing money can try to buy. What
do.you want?
Customer-1 want something not
too old.
Customer—What goes with this
car? !
Racketeer — Everything but the,
essentials. YOu will have to pay.
extra for steering wheel, lights, bat-
tery, tires, upholstery and brakes.
You must also sign up to buy slip
covers, a bear rug, a case of metal
polish, a dozen sponges, a five-year.
magazine ubscripticai, 30 feet of
hose, a pair of rubber boots. six
pairs of sue glasses, a picnic grill,
a portable 'Canoe. two rubber rafts'
and the rciad maps of 48 states.
That will ran into WOO ad valorem.
Customer--1 couldn't use the bear
—You'll take a bear rug
and lilee it, bud.
—*—
Customer (giving up)—How about
a real used ear, something 8 or 10'
years old!
Racketees—I have a 1928 model





A. A. Elkin has sent us a repro-
duction of the menu at Delmonico's ;
494 Pearl street. N. Y., in 1834. Look,
it over and weep: • ;
Cup of tea or coffee 1 cent
Bowl
Steak











Regular toll course dinner
Henry Wallace says Russia is
not as bai as it is painted Per-
haps not, we will bet dollars
to doug , ts that it would even
resist anj attempt to agree on
the right paint.
• • •
-To Swap—Folding pocket cam-
era, bookcase, table, traveling bag:
and zither for outboard motor. Hy
103 Mass."—Yankee magazine.
The meat shortage is *Ow so acute
that the* sing the song, "We don't
gird, meat with one meatball." e
• • •
Speaking of that coughing epidem-
ic reported crippling horse racing
just now. ahudda Haddim says he
has found a way out. "I just found
a stable operated by the Smith
Brothers," he insists.
• • •
"I want electrie portable sewing
machine "II . AC motor in
exchange Sir golf hag, 3 woods. 1
Irons. all Bristol steel shafts. M 100
Mass."—Yankee magazine.
- • --
You'll had no more fun on the
putting greens that way, either.
Yoked Top. Gored Skirt
"T`HIS clever two piecer is die'J
signed for the young in heart.
The pretty yoked top buttons down
the back, is gayly trimmed with
ric rac and novelty buttons. The
simple gored skirt goes together
quick as a wink.
• • •
Pattern No. 8135 erintes in sizes IL
12. 13. 14. 16 and 18. Size 12 requires 35ig
yards of 35 or 30-inch: 2". yards ere raw
Send your order to
COMPLETE summer ward-
robe for tiny little girls. The
dainty puff sleeved dress is sweet-
ened with narrow ruffling; the!
practical sunsuit requires little '
fabric; slip and panties are SO
easy to make.
• • •
Pattern No. 8180 is for sizes 6 months.
1 2 and 3 years. Size 1. dress. 11/4 yards
of 35 or 313-inch; sunsuit, 7. yard; sUp
and panties. 13. yards.
Worn-out electric cords are
highly dangerous. If it cannot be
repaired, throw it away and get a
Sprinkle cornmeal on your rugs.
let it remain for a short time and
then sweep. This picks up dirt and
particles imbedded in the nap.
Curtains to be stored for a sea-
son should not be starched, for the
starch may attract insects and
Weaken the curtain fabric.
2 cents 
—
4 cents If you'd like to preserve eggs
4 cents . at home by the flash heat method,




boiling water for five seconds,
11
cents 
let them cool in air, then store
them carefully in cartons in a cool
10 cents moist place.
3 cents --a-
4 cents An electric motor mounted on a
2 cents stand or bench often is quite
4 cents noisy, so much so that the vibra-
4 cents tions can he felt in nearby rooms.
12 cents The cure is a sound-deadening
cushion of rubber or felt. Four or
live rubber washers placed under
the base will do the job.
—•—
You can save many steps by
using a tray to carry dishes from
the dining root±r±otf_the kitchen.
Make your own belts. Make
them in various colors to match
your frocks. Put a layer of stiff-
ening between two layers of rib-
bon. Sew through ribbon sel-
vedges with tiny machine. stitch-
ing.
Righr in the mixing Lioy.1;
Ligb m the 0/en .not's
Perfect;on in bokini :hat's
why millions o: .1e-bakers
A Brooklyn man teilec a burglar
with a golf club. Reporters aren't
what they used, to be. They tailed
to state what club We favor the
No I iron, but we have known men
who canal do anything with a  
mashie. It he used a putter. how  




This is the test ,tf
Your beauty. my dear.
You're pretty enough to
Entaurse lacer beer!
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
534 South Wells Si. Chicago 7. M.





Trouble with gossipy women la.
they usually begin, to believe




—sure tell a heap o' things bout
Nu-Maid Margarine. Yep, Nu-
Maid Margarine is made 'spe-
cially fer the table_ As Sao a
spread as money can buy.
• • •
Don't cry 'bout all your troubles
—you'll never see a way out
through the tears.
• • •
Cousin Irma sea what you use
for seasonin' vegetables should
be real tasty by itself. That's
why she uses Na-Maid.
BEMIS ASPHALT BOTTOM
COTTON PICK SACKS
They outwear two or t4ree_duck bags
FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS
SINGER REPRESENTA-
') I VZ Will be in Benton
**loch Thursday. We are e•
-.yipped to _repair any make
4*.v.wing machine. All work
ic-oaranteed. Phone' 2311 or
'ring your machine to the
t.stern Auto Associated
-tore, Benton. Cash paid for
Singers. ml7rst
Benton, Ky.
dard Elberta August 5 Tree
ripened peaches carry more
sugar and flavor. We also have
APPLES. Get yours at -
ROTHWELL'S ORCHARD
Benton - Paducah Road at
Co -uritY Line. ' • J4-25p
FOR SALE - 40 acre farm 3
room house, stock barn, smoke
house, chicken house, good or-
chard, 15 acres in timber, Vi mile
from Liberty sr•hool on 1..ral
highway and rural route. Price,'




FOR SALE - Sanitary Toilets,
concrete unit complete with
seat, built under Health Dept.
regulations. Contact Health
Department or see
RADIO- Expert servce by 
an Authorized Radiotrician: FOR
Philco Radio and Batteries. Bird
D. A. Modrell good
At Benton AutoExchange. quire




KIRK A. POOLE & CO.
Phone 60
'Murray, Kentucky
'V AN WANTED-Good opening
in Northeast Graves and East
cCracken counties. 3091 fasni-
44ies. Sell, deliver Rawleigh Prod-
't8. Products sold 25 years.
"Veer around, steady work; large
rotlts. Car essential. Write Raw-
•tt igh's, Dept. KYL-18-137A, Free-
'Port, El., or see Edw. Starks,
viardin, Ky.
FOR SALE - 33 acres of land
tof the R. H. Rudolph Estate.
1-3 in woodland.
FOR SALE - 6 room house




le‘gh business in the City of
11-nton. No experience or cap-
necessary. Sales easy to





PEACHES - Jubilee and Ear-
ly Elberta will ripen about
July 25. Georgia Bell and
,ath Clings August 1, Stan-
;tock. Priced to In-




WANTED - Will pay the fol-
lowing prices for a limited
number of country hams:
weight 14 to 22 lbs. 45c per lb.;
weight 23 to 35 lbs. 35c per lb.
None wanted - with skippers.
Bring them to Lee's Service
Station, Hardin. Ky. J27-llp
J11-18p
AMMONIUM NITRATE -4-
now have a limited supply
this High Grade Fertilizer
$3.30 per 100 lbs.






FOR SALE - Seven room
house and out-building, 1 3,:s
acres of land with 300 ft. front
on black top road in Cole's
Additiqn. Priced to sell.
Bud Rose
Benton, Ky.; Rte 1
FORALE-Advertising space
on BO -board at American Le-





ltc Benton, Ky., Rte. I
FOR SALE-McCormick mow-
er and Rake in good condition.
See Marion S. Harper









WANTED - A good reliable
man to supply customers with
Rawleigh Products in the city
of Benton. Write Rawleigh's.
Dept KYG - 18 - 127. Freeport.
111. ltp
FOR SALE - .ikagistdred Spot-
ted Poland China Pigs. Eight
weeks 0;
Leonard (Pet) Nelson I
ltp Benton, Ky.. Rte 2
AN ORDINANCE PROVID-
ING FOR THE RECONSTR1Jc-
TION OF WALNUT STREET
FROM 14TH. STREET TO THE
CITY LIMITS. AND 11TH.
STREET FROM MAIN TO
POPLAR; POPLAR STREET
FROM 11TH. TO 14TH.





WHEREAS, under the pro-
visions of Sections 94.580. 94.-
500 and 94.600 of Kentucky Re-
vised Statutes, the City of Ben-
ton, Kentucky being a City of
the Fifth class, is vested with
power to construct and recon-
struct streets and to assess the
cost thereof, porportionately
against the owners of all pro-
perty abutting on said streets
in an amount not in excess of
fifty per cent (50''', ) of The
improvement., made, excluding
the value of the buildings and
other improvements on the pro-
perty so abutting: and.
WHEREAS, the reconstruc-
tion of Walnut Street. 11th.
Street and Poplar Street. 11th.
the City of Benton is deemed
to be a public necessity of
said City.
NOW, THEREFORE. The City
Council of the City of Benton.
Kentucky. does ORDAIN AS
FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the said
streets in the City of Benton
located and described as fol-









Men's and Boys' sport shirts,
slacks, summer pants and Ven-
tilated oxfords at 19organ's.
Bathing, suits. Sandals, Seer-
sucker and 80 Square Prints
at Morgan's.
t>10©©00©©©0©0©000 (0) OCXDOCX:yrr2v i at 14th. Street and running in
, a Southwesterly direction to
g! the city limits; 11th. Street
g from Main to Poplar and Pop-
lar Street from 11th. to j4th.
s* t,io,SuHcr4cE.‘nos1Arrt wow, 
Street shall be. improved to the I
• following extent and in the fol-
lowing manner:
JULY BARGAINS AT HEATH'S)
4 Piece Bedroom Suit's .. 99.50 up
Innerspring Mattresses .. 28.95 up
Bed Springs  11.75 up
Oak Breakfast Suites   39.?5 up
Metal Lawn Chairs  4.45
75 lb. Ice Refrigerators  47.45
ramp Ice Chest  16.50
Thermos Jugs  3.95
Aluminum Dripolators  1.50
Oil Cook Stoves  11.45 to 87.50
Aluminum Dish-pans .. 1.50 to 2.65
7 qt. Pressure Canners  18.85
Presto Cookers  12.95
See us before you b'uy Fuel Oil
Heaters and Magazine Heating
Stoves.
8 ft. Aluminum Roofing  1.75
45 lb. Roll Roofing  2.00
Owensboro Wagon Gears ... 140.00
Prices RIGHT on Wagon Breech-
ing, Horse Collars, Bridles and
Check Lines.
50 lb. can Kreg's Pure Lard 11.50
Walnut Street}from 14th.
Street to the city limits: 11th.
Street from Main to Poplar -
surfacing with bituminous ma-
terial, Class C-1.
And Poplar Street from 11th.
to 14th. Street in the following
manner:
Class C-1 Bituminous surfac-
ing, or blacktoppine, with seal
coat, including roadway exca-
vation, scarfving and reshap-
ing. filling, removing and low-
ering concrete ripe, concrete
valley gutter, curb inlets, low-
ering water mains and adiust-
;rig catch basins, inlets, man-
holes. pine junctions and water
calves, all according to plans
and speeifir.ations furnished by
Jones & Donan. engineers, and
on file in the office of the City
Clerk of the City of Benton.
Section 2. That in order to.
defray the cost of such im-;
orovements as above described.I
the cost Of all material, engin-
eering and supervision enter-
ing into same shnll be charged'
and assessed against the own-
ers of all property fronting or
abutting on said strets at a
Proportionate. amount per foot
or abutting nronerty.
Section 3. It is hereby found
and declared that in emergen-
cy exists reouiring this ordin-
ance to become effective lm-
mediatelv norm its passage. an-
nroval and publication. and for
the immediate preservation of
the public peace. health, com-
fort and safety. it is so ordered.
Section 4. All ordinances, or
oarts of ordinances, in conflict
herewith. are hereby repealed.
The above ordinance was
Passed and enacted by the City
Council of Renton. Rertuckv.
upon the motion of E. D. Le-
neave. Couneilman. seconded
by John Medd. Councilman,
and upon the motion all mem-,
hers present voted "aye" aid
The following named members
were present: filYie Lane, John
Sledd, Perry Elkins, E. D. Le-
neave; Shields Cole and J. T.
Kinney being absent.
This the 3rd. day of July,
1947.
We buy CREAM on Wednesday till Noon. Saturday
till 2:30 P. M. Our operator, Mrs, Winnie Smith, has
passed all tesis and examinations required by the
State. For a Better Test, Bring Your CREAM To US.
EVERY DAY SPECIALS
Orange Juice, Stokley's Finest No. 2 can 10c
Lima Beans No. 2 can lOc
Spaghetti, Venice Maid No. 2 can lOc
Hominy, Sugar Loaf No. 2' can lOc
Coffee, 150 -Blend None-Better 1 lb. tins
Water-Mops, Fine Thread No. 16 Special
D-X Motor Oil, 5 qt can $1.75 Value Special
D. F. RILEY'S CASH STORE
ATTENTION!!
EVERY PERSON EATING ICE CREAM
OR DRINKING AT OUR FOUNTAIN
AT 2:30 P.M. BY OUR CLOCK ON
WILL RECEIVE A DUPLICATE OF WHAT
THEY ARE ENJOYING
CORN WELL'S CUT RATE
ON THE CORNER
B EN TO N
QUICKLY ARRANGED
IN ONLY 5 MINUTES
Pedestal Adjustable
Fans $19.95





ESTABLISHED MAY, 1888: DEMOCRAT ESTABLISHED SEPTEMBER, 1900: CONSOLIDATED JUNE, 1903.
KENTUCKY LAKE In The Service Of Marshall County For Over Half Century
X
This Monday there is a new
made grave near this Grove—
a grave, A:herein, lays the life-
less body of Mr. Robt. L.
Vaughn, our friend, and. our
neighbor, who passed away in
the early morning of July 4 at
his home here in Old Cherry
Grove. He has been a Cherry
Grove school boy and resided
in a stone's throw of the old
school house all his life, which
was 73 years. That is a long
time to live on one farm and
till the same ground, and make
i sliving, rear his family,
bury his dead: his father,
mother, brother and wife and
go on living at the same place,
never slowing down, down,
from his way of "carrying on"
We, who knew4him best called
him the "Minute Man", his de-
cisions were made quickly and
accurately ,and he stepped
eagerly to perform the deeds
he saw before him to do, and
the beautiful thought of his
going so quickly, after the
summons came to call him









Beasley Marble 8.7, Granite Co.
Paducah, Kentucky
BENTON, KENTUCKY FRIDAY, JULY 11 1947
home, is, he did not linger,
but he quickly went on. to his
reward. After eating his break-
fast, he turned away from the
table to go about his well plan-
ned day's routine, but never
arose from his chair. What
mercies were his—what bless-
ings he received at the hands
of wise and just Jehovah. His
friends and .relatives visited
names, they brought of the
the home and registered their
choicest of flowers from the
houses of ferns and blossoms
but , from his daughter's own
flower garden there were bas-
kets of the' richest colors and
.deepest greens flanked around
this grave. We Grove folk bow
to the divine will of our High
Priest in calling 'our neighbor
away from the walks of men.
And from the crowd gathered
to pay their last tribute of res-
pect it seems fitting to say: All,
who knew him, loved him, and
all whom lie had ever made
acquaintance in this life, now
living, came to view his re-
mains. Peace be to His Mem-
Which way do we now turn?
Do we turn again to the living
yes, the dead know not any-
thing. Our part in this old
paper for a long time has been
report the news. Its news to
know of deaths,' births, sickness
weddings, trips and visiting
here and there.
Another Fourth of July event
was the birth of the little son
of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Sol-
omon. The Grove congratulates
his dad and ,>mom and the
grand parents. this is the first
grand baby of the Jack Dar-
nells •and its a pleasing event
for them.
Mr. and Mrs.' Luby Reynolds
spent the holidays at ,the home
with their children. Leaving on
Monday morning for their work
in Detroit.
War Veteran Clements
Pledges Real Help For
World War II Veterans
UORMER Buck Pri•
vate Earle Clem-
ents has a first-
hand knowledge of the
war veteran's prob-
lems. In 1917, at the
age of 20, he left the
College of Agriculture
at the University of
Kentucky and enlisted
Congress ni
in Company M, First
Kentucky Infantry. He served 28
months, won the rank of captain and
was honorably discharged.
Clements has no sympathy for
those who shirked or avoided the ser-
vice of their country, in whatever
capacity it was needed, in any war.
Clements has no patience with the
efforts of the present State Adminis-
tration to extract from veterans state
income tax, plus penalties, on their
service pay. The last General Assem-
bly passed a bill to ex-
empt such pay from
taxation, but it was
vetoed.
In his own words,
Clements' attitude is:
"I imagine there are
many who did not wor-
ry much about their
I shall recommend and sign an act
that will waive, rebate or give proper
credit, for state income taxes on
Clements promises to the many
young Democrats "qualified for lead-
ership due to experience gained in
war service": "They will receive the
same preference in State jobs that is
now given them in U. S. Civil Service
employment."
VOTE FOR CLEMENTS
IN THE AUGUST DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. McKeiv
dree and family spent Sunda,
with their grand mother, Mrs.
Smothers of the Scale vicinity.
Mrs. G. L. Hamilton was call-
ed Sunday to the bedside Of
her sister, Chloe Cox, who is
at the home of Lex Filbeck.
This sister died at 6:30 p.
The Grove extends sympathy to
the family and friends. Chicle
lived with the Grove folk sev-
eral years.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hamiltoin
Mrs. Gaylon Hamilton aril
children left Sunday for their
home in Detroit after visiting
their parents in the coun
and other relatives.
Mr. G. L. Hamilton, W. 4.
Bowden and this Scribe attenct
ed church services in Simpsnn.
Ill. Friday and Saturday, re-
turning Sunday morning earl
for the funeral of Mr. Vauchl.
Mrs. Pearl Vaughn, Mr.
Grace Lyles, Florence Bean,
Eld. J. T. Henson. Mr. and MrF
T. S. Chester of the Primitivp
Baptist Church at Soldier Creek
our Grove. I haven't seen a
Grove citizen in this town. us-
ually I see one from around
Vanzora: a Mathis. a Smith oi
a Reed.
Wide Awake and myself have
just visited with an old hard-
shell Baptist, who 'is 'in his
late nineties and his trembling
voice sang with us this song
I "Amazing Grace".
I Now, we are on our way
home, and if no let down with
our Model A or (Triple AAA
running on Three) we will run
by to see another dear old
lady in her nineties, Aunt Em-
attended' church services at
Simpson. Ill. on July 4th.
Mrs. Bart Ivey has for her
truest, a niece from Centralia,
A. T. Greene. our Magistrate,
was a visitor in the Grove this
Monday A. M. Mr. Greene
says,"Ernest Moore and his sop
and grand sons were thefr
guests at this writing. Mr.
Moore and fari1ily are fronl
Texas. and is a brother-in-latv
ti the late D. Crow of the
county. Mr. Moore lived in
Benton for some time. and 'mov-
ed to Texas with his famil
several yeafs ago. Mrs.' Moore
died there a few years ago bin
Ernest returns now and thni,
to the place of his nativit-.
Over in Mayfield this Mon-
day afternoon knotting the fin-
ishing lines to this' report tf
ma Lou Mathis, at Brewer,
What is this truck before as?
Some one from the town of
Benton, County of Marshall,
Eva Lee Walker of the Walkei-
Cream Station. We stop for a
brief chat and we are gone on
our way. We pass Bennie Treas'
home and a big sign says
Worms For Sale. This Scribe
thought he ran a Saw Mill. But
we do live close to the Kentt,i-
ky LAKE.
' Noma Dell Jones of Highland
Park. Mich. returned home
Thursday after a visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Weldon
Lyles and other relatives.
The Griggs 4-H Club met on
June 20 with Norma Jean Bar-
ker pgksiding. The 'next meet-
ing will be August 8, 1947.
The 4-H Club is sponsoring
a Pie Supper at the 
GriggsSchool House July 18. Everyone
It's New! It's Beautiful! It's Porcelain! It's a
Yes. welcomed visitors are coming.
Perhaps a daughter with the grandchil-
dren for a long summer visit.., or
maybe old friends oil a vacation trip.
And these travel-wise people—young
and old—are riding the train.
When you travel—for business or
pleasurq—always be sure of a com-
fortable, enjoyable trip—go by train.
Sparkling-new . gleaming porcelain-on-steel
inside and out that's the new FrigicLtire
refrigerator, with the famous Meter-Miser, the
simplest refrigerating m,_chanism ever built!





• 2 1'asS-torpc1 1-17dra.
tOr'S
• 5-Year Protection PLta
• Tall-bottle space
• 1-piece steel cabinet
Relax in spacious, restful accommoda-
tions of your choice...order from a
menu the food you want .. take all the
luggage you'll want or need .and rest
assured your journey will be com-
pleted safely and on time.
You get more for your travel dollar
when you ride the train—America's
basic transportation service.
THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
AN ORDINANCE OF THE
CITY OF BENTON, KENTUC
KY, 1 AUTHORIZING THE IS
SUANCE AND SALE OF $50,-
000.00 PRINCIPAL AMOUNT
OF SEWER REVENUE BONDS
OF SAID CITY TO BE DAT-
ED AS OF JULY 1,1947, UN-
DER AND PURSUANT TO THE
PROVISIONS OF KRS 94.160
AND KRS 58.010 AND SUC-
CEEDING SECTIONS OF THE
STATUTES FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF PROVIDING FUNDS
TO DEFRAY THE COST OF
ADDITIONS AND IMPROVE-
MENTS TO THE SEWER SYS-
TEM OF SAID CITY; PRO-
VIDING FOR THE PAYMENT
I OF SAID BONDS AND THE
INTEREST THEREON SOLE-
LY FROM THE INCOME AND own proper and authorized sig-
REVENUES OF THE SEWER natures. Said bonds and inter-
SYSTEM: AND PROVIDING
FOR THE SALE OF SAID
BONDS AT AN ADVERTIS-
ED PUBLIC COMPETITIVE
SALE.
to 3 $3,000.00 July 1, 50
to 6 $3,000.00 July 1, 51
to 9 $3.000.00 July 1, 52
to. 12 $3.000.00 July 1, 53
3 to 15 $3,000.00 July 1, 54
; to 18 $3,000.00 July 1, 55
3 to- 22 $4,000.00 July 1, 56






WHEREAS, the City of Ben
ton. Kentucky now owns a
sewer system which furnishes
sewer service to said City and of the City of Benton, pledgeda number of its inhabitants, and
WHEREAS, said sewer sys-
tem as it now exists is inade-
quate in that 'there are certain
areas which should have ac-
Gess to sewer service and to
which the existing system
should be extended and certain
improvements to the existing
system are necessary and
desirable at this time, and
WHEREAS, the City of Ben-
ton is authorized by Section
94.160 of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes and by Section 58.010.
and succeeding sections of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes
to finance the construction of
such extensions and improve-
ments by the issuance of sewer
revenue bonds of said City not
constituting any indebtedness
of the said City within the
$4,000.00 July 1. 58,
$4,000.00 July 1. 59!
$4,000.0 July 1, 60
$4,000.00 July1, 61
$4,000.00 July 1, 62
17 to 50 $4,000.00 July 1, 63'
Section 3. Said bonds shall
ae signed by the Mayor of said
-:ity and sealed with the corl
aorate seal of said City, attest ,
sd by the City Clerk, and the!
nterest coupons attached to!,
'aid bonds shall be executed!,
vith the facsimile signatures ofl
:aid Mayor and Clerkt respec-
tively-, who, by the execution
of said bonds, shall adopt said
fadsimile signatures as their
ast. thereon shall be payable
eily out of the "City of Benton
Sewer System Bond and Inter
ast Redemption Fund" herein-
after created, and shall he a
valid claim of the holders
thereof only against said Fund
and against the income and
asvenues of the sewer system
to said Fund.
Section 4. The aforesaid









CITY OF BENTON SEWER
REVENUE BOND
".'To. $1,000.00
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
"RESENTS:
That the City of Benton in
e County of Marshall and
Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'or value received, hereby
'atomises to pay to the bearer
e sum of One Thousand Dol-
meaning of constitutional lim- !I la rs ($1,000.00) on the first day
Rations, : but payable solely! of July, 19 , together with
from the income and revenue ' nterest thereon from the date
produced by the operation of ereof until paid at the rate
the said sewer system, and
WHEREAS. the City has le
a contract under which it is
assured that most essentia
parts of said extensions and
ed for slightly in excess o 1
Iimprovements can be complet tion and surrender of the an.
opinior 
"exed interest coupons as they
$41,000.00 and it is the 
I
I severally mature. both prin-
of the City Council that th 
.01 will 
^ipal and interest being pay-
sum of *50.001 be suf- I
y said contractor ' United States of America a
able .in lawful money of the
ficient to pa 
'be office of the Bank of Mar
all County. tenton, Kentue
ky. 7)
and also previde funds for the
remainder of the extension and
impeoverrent proaram.
NOW, THEREFORE, the City
Council of the City of Benton,
Kentucky, does ordain as fol-
. lOwte
Section 1. In order to pro-
mote and safeguard the public
health and general welfare of
the City of Benton and its in-
habitants, it is hereby deter-
mined that certain extensions
end improvements to the mu-
nicipally owned sewer system
, of e-ed City should be con-
. etrueted -eubstaotially in ac-
, eorcience with plans and spec-
ifications heretofore prepared
And at a total estimated cost
etf anproximately $50.000.00 The
• 
necessary
"cenetructeen of said extensions orovements to the municipallY
owned sewer system of said
City.
The entire series of which
this bond .is one is sObject to
redemption prior to stated ma.
+Amities on any interest ray,
merit date after July I., 19501
providing only that if less tha
• prie ̂ pal :mot nt Of sewer 311 of the bone; at such time
rev-: :tie bonds Of said City, outstanding are called for re.
dater as of :rule 1. 1947. being am' ption, the bonds shall be
jiffy •(50) 'bonds of the &nom- redeemed in their. inverse
inefeen (sf '$L0001) eaCe, nure- I numerical order and 'notice of
bered consecetively from ore1 such redemption shall be given
(P te fifty (50) inrlusive, bear-' by publication once at least
ang interest at a rate or rates
to be deterreinee by ecerneti-
of .... per cent per annum, pay-
-One semi-annually on each Jan-
uary 1, and July 1. such in-
terest to the maturity hereof
to be payable upon , presenta-
,. and; improvements hereby
Vuthori zed.
'Section 2. In order to defray
the cost of such extensions and
bno-ovements. there. shall be
and there are hereby mitharia-
ed to be issued be the City of
',Steen. Kentu-ky, $50 000 00
This bond is one of a series
f bends of like forrn. tenor
and effect (except as to num
bers and maturities) aggregat-
ing the principi 1 sum of $50,-
000.00, authorized by an ordi-•
'lance duly adopted by the City
Council of the City of Benton.
Kentucky, under and in full
faompliance with the Constitu-
'ion and Statutes of the Corn-!
monwealth of Kentucky. with
taarticular reference to KRS
94.160 and to KRS 58.010 and
the sections of the Statutes im-
anediately followina the same,
for the purpos-, of proviclire:
!ends to defray the cost of
thirty (30) days prior to specr,,-
lion at the put-1' competitive 
lied redemption datg in a
newsoaper of general circu-
-roe as hereinafter set :forth,
said
lation in Benton. Kentecky. Up-
interest not to evceed n''4 on redemption, the \ City will
rev' rent and to be neyable nay to the holder hereof the
sernt-eneually on each January face amount thereof.; together
pneiecl. such. interest to the eemption date. E t the rate, herd-
i. 
 accrued In-erest to the re-
ri
I eel Yuly 1 'until paym itent of .-
; -lee .hr,rds to be evidenced by 
i,'and together with1 I mit. --i•Y dates of the resnect- n specified
e'ree:ers attached to said bonds, -shall be equal to $50.00 if re-
redemption premium which
be -, --able threeeh the Trees- ,
deemed after July 1, 1950, but
n or prior to July 1, 1953;
bile 'eterest 'and principal to
Of the.. 13ank of 
Marshall1Coun- 1953, but on or prior to July 
$40.00 if redeemed after July I,Iv as- of said City at the office
tY irl Benton, Kentuck'. 
and i. 1956; $30.00 if redeemed
ear4aanaition prior to stated ma- 
' prior to July 1. 1959; $20.00 if,
after July 1, 1956, but on orwiliab bonds shall be subject to
biaities on any interest due! redeemed 
after July 1, 1959,
data after July 1, 1950, in the, but on 
or p'rior to July 1, 1962:
mannar hereinafter set forth, and 
$10.00 if redeemed after
said bonds to mature serially , July 
1, 1962. It is provided that
ea follows- •-, -'• - 
i bonds which are called for re-
amption shall cease to beah
Iterest from and after the
- • eaifled redemption date.
This bond is payable solely
Claim a fixed amount of the
oss income and revenues to
be derivel by said ;_city from'
,the operation ef said municip-
ally owned sewer system, as the
same now exists and as the.
.same may hereafter be improv-
ed and extended, which fixed
amount has been set aside as;
a special fund and pledged for'
that purpose, and identified as
the "City of Benton Sewer Sys-
tem Bond and Interest Re-
demption Fund", and this bond
does not constittit- in indebt- ;
edness of the of Benton,
Kentucky, within the meaning
of any , constitutional provisions
or limitations.
A statutory mortgage lien
which ,hereby recognized as
valid add binding upon said
sewer system, apputtenances
thereof and all future exten-
sions and additions thereto, is
created to and in favor of the
holder or holders of this bond
and the series of which it is a
part and the iholcier or holders,
of the intercit coupons attach-
ed to said bonds, and said sew-
er system shall remain subject!
to said statutory mortgage lien1
until the payment in full of the ,
principal of and interest on 1
this bond and the series of
which it forms a part.
This bond and coupon or
coupons attached shall be fully
negotiable and title thereto
shall pass by delivery. The Cityi
of Benton and the Bank of
Marshall Couny may treat the!
holder hereof as the absolute
owner hereof.
This bond is exempt from
taxation in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED,
RECITED AND DECLARED,
that all acts, conditions and
things required to exist, hap-
pen and be performed, prece-
dent to and in the issuance,
sale and delivery of this bond,.
do exist, have happened and
'nave been performed in due ,
time, form and manner and by
'he appropriate parties as re-
-mired by law, and that the
amount of this bond, together
with all other obligations of
said City of Benton. does not
exceed any limit prescribed by
the Constitution or Statutes of
ls'ertucky and that said sewer,
eastern will be maintained in
good condition and continu- 1
ously operated by said City,
and that a sufficient portion'
of the income and revenues, of
said sewer system has been
pledged to and will be set apart
into a special fund in the
Treasury of said City for the
payment of the principal of
and interest on this . bond and
theseries of which it is a
part.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
the City of Benton in the Com-
monwealth Of ; Kentucky. has
caused this bond to be • signed
by its duly authorized Mayor
and i I to 13
ffixed hereto, 'attested by its
daily authorized 'City Clegk. and
the interest coupons hereto
ittached to be executed with
the facsimile signatures Of said
Mayor and City Clerk, who,
by the execution of this bond,
do adopt said facsimile signa-
tures as their authorized and
proper signatures: all being
done as of the first day of July
1947.
CITY OF BENTON, KENTUC-.
KY
i
tem of the City of Benton shall Ten per cent (10% ) of the 
Compen
be operated on a fi al year balance of the income and , rendered 
to the City shall in
stilbasis, commencing on J lY 1 of revenues of said' system shall like manner bs, charged against
each year and ending Jan June be set aside into a "Deprecia-, the City, 
and payment for
30 of the following yiar, and tion Fund, *nd shall be sam'e from the 
corporate funds
separate fund to be sed for ,ditionsL or constructions to the as other 
income and revenues:
the retirement 'of the iforesaid property, the City Cquncil of 
shall be made monthly, as 
the
on that basis the inatme and expended in making good any
revenues of said syster shall depreciation in said system,' service accrues, 
into the special
bonds and in maintairnng said said City hereby finding and i apportioned to 
the Bond and
foufndssaidcreas:esdtemby, tahnids ordinance separatebe set aside into a sp ; ial and in making a:iy extensions. ad-
system and providing for a De- determining that such propor- ' Interest 
Redemption Fund, Op-
preciation Fund as foI6ows, to tion of such balance of the in- eration and 
Maintenance Fund,
special account or fun in the
I 
come and revenues is sufficient and Depreciation Fund, 
as oth-
There shall he and there is
•wit:
hereby created a sepa ite and .
Treasury of the City o Benton: 
for said purposes. Any accum- er income „and 
revenues.
lations in such Depreciatiora The City specifically reserves
Fund may be invested in di- the right to (but may not be
ignated as the "City o , Benton 
rect obligations of the United required to) pay into the Bond
after called the "Bonch Fund")
1/i
' States ' Government or may be Fund hereinabove created mon-which shall be known nd des-'
in one or' more hanks. ies which may I be available,
Sewer System Bond a d Inter- Provide that such deposits are froni sources 
other han the
it insurance of the Federal De- municipally owned sewer styhse-
continuously insured by depos- income and revenes'. Rec!omption Fund'. (here-
into which there shal11 be set Posit Insurance Corporation,' tern; and in the 
etent the City
aside from the gros..' income! and le invesad: the income shall at any time or from tin'.";it
and 'revenues of sai e' sewer from the investments shall be to time elect to anproPriate
Io urces. the ied and dd.- !
Bond Fund I
pon the a- ,





system, such amount tleereof as carried in the Depreciation funds from other
principal of and intere4 on the P
bonds authorized by t is ordi- usji for any other purpose may be credited
will be sufficient to 'pay the Fund land said Fund and the amount so appropr
nance, said amount
hereby fixed and •,d
Fasorfothllr 
proceeds thereof shall not be ually paid into th
year en ng
June 30, 1948 )64,200.06





Bond No. .. $ 'Coupon No. ..
being than as .provided herein. ! mount required to
rmined Sectipn 6. All monies rece1v-1 to the Bond Fund
June 30, 1952
June 30, 1949 .$4.200.00
June 30, 1951 
eci frorn the sale of bonds is-I rent fiscal year.
June 30, 1953 
$4.200.00 
sued pursuant to this oidinance Section 5 hereof.
June 30, 
1954 
$4 200 0 
(afteri 
, 
educting I actually paid into
June 30, 1957 
penses incident to the author_ Fund from any sources what-
JuneJune 30, 1958 
ization, sale and delivery of ' soever shall be immediately30, 1950
Z
e 30. 1960 













- $3.21730, there shall first be paid all'
said Bond, sums 
,
may become due s 1 said
$4.200.001
each to the R. E. Gaddie Company', the meeting of these require-
`
From said account or funds
hall remain a surplus after
Maintenance Fund. and to the
Depreciation Fund. and if there
1 lien of such bonds. on the said
I able from the revenues of
issue any additional bonds pay-
sewer system. unless the
equal monthly; Of Bciwling Green. Kentucky, ments. the 3tcess or surplus system as improved or extend-
first payable onof each the, under' its contract heretofore, may either be paid over by the ed and on the revenues there-ever' month.In the event that the gross rev-enues in any morti shall be
insufficient to make the afore- son 13nd improvements. Any as may be determined by the
said payments in full, any such balance then remaining shall I City Council.
deficiency shall be added to Ile expended to the extent' Section 9. The City hereby
lherein authorized to be issued.
Ithe amounts required to be necessary for the remaining covenants and agrees with the
paid into such Bond Fund from contemplated improvements, holder or holders of the bonds
the first gross revenues of the but the 'total cost of such con-
sewer system thereafter re- StructiOn work shall not ex-
ceived. • 1 ceed $50000.00. unless, in ad-
The •amount by which any dition ' to the proceeds derived
Made with the City for the! City or it may be deposited of .is made junior or subord-
construction of a certain por-1 in the Bond Fund and used to,
:
mated in all respects to the lien
tion of the authorized exten- call Bonds for redempion as! of the bonds herein authorized.
Section 13. So long as any of
said bonds are outstanding, the
City shall: .
(a) Maintain insurance for
the benefit of the holders of
the bonds herein authorized of
or any of them. that it will I a kind and in an amount which
faithfully and punctually per-1 usually woirld be carried by
form all duties with reference 1 private companies engaged in
from khe sale of these bonds, to said sewer system required a similar type ot business. aad
there 'i may be other funds of by the Constitution and laws of pay the cost of such insurance
the C ty actually available and the Commonwealth of Kentuc-
ns 
from the Operation and Main-
at the time actually appropri- y. including the making and tenance Fund hereinbefore des-
due in such year shall be ated for that purpose colleen/4 of reasonable and cribed:
held in such Bond Fund as a PayMent from time to time sufficient rates for services (b) Keep proper books of re-
reserve for contingencies and of amounts due to the contract- rendered by said system. and cord and accounts (separate
used solely as herein provided; or or contractors in connection will segregate the revenues of from all other refitirds and ac-
provided, however. that no fur- with said extensions and im- said sewer system and make counts) irt which' cornnletti and
ther payments need to 'be made prove rents to the City sewer application to the respective
into said Bond 'Fund svhenever, syste
the amount held in the Bond said"
such payment in, any fiscal
year exceeds the aggregate
amount of interest on and prin-




by the City Treasurer in a sep_I of the bondholders and may
.$4.200.00 
arate and special account in the I not thereafter be withdrawnI
, Bank of Marshall County, Ben-1 for any purpose other than' $4.200.00 ton. Kentucky, such account to the payment of the bonds and
interest coupons, but if the to-
tal amount required to be paid
! -00.00
$4.200.001
' • 0' Account",d 11ment an a balan-
Benton Sewer System Improve-
ces maintained therein fromi
be designated as the "City of
into the Bond Fund during the'
times.
$4.200.00i
• 54.200.00 time to time are to be secured , paid in. 
fiscal year has been so
Section 12. While any of the
sued and delivered at different
after collected may be appor- I bonds herein authorized are.200.00 as other City deposits are se-! 
sewer revenues ther-
*4.200.001 edcur . tioned to the Operation and Outstanding. the City shall not
sh"all be made from funds created by this ordi-
ty of Benton Sewer Im- nance: and the City hereby ire
Fund. including the reperye for oroverbent Fund" by check of, revocably covenants, binds and
contingencies, is equal to the the City Treasurer. but only1 obligates itself not to sell, lease.
interest that will be: payable 
6 mortgage. 'or in any mannerentire amount of printipal and after voucher has been sub-
mated by the contractor or1 dispose of said system. includ-
on all of the bonds iemaining contractors certified to be cor- ing any and all extensions and
outstanding at the 'time or rect and due under the contract additions that may be made
times of their maturi y. or contracts. each such voucher, thereto, except by the mort-
a If for any reason ,the City to be approved in writing by gage provided or in Section 10
I shall fail to make an of such
! payments into such Bind Fund ,
the Mayor of the City of Ben- hereof, until all the bonds
ton herein authorized tq be issued
ion 7. The City of Ben- shall have been said in full. 
,zystetre in reasonable detail
covering such six months' per-
reby specifically reserves both principal and interest. andl .loch and not more than sixty
ht to call in for redemo- the City further covenants and ( .60) days after the close of
nd payment, prior to ablg3rnedess too.ithmaitnhteainhoilndersg000df 
con-
of
each fiscal year. complete fin-
ancial statements of the said
sewer system in reasonable de-
tail covering such fiscal year.
certified by the City's auditors.
and
(c) Grant to any riolder or
holders of twenty-five per cent
(25) of said bonds then out-
cluding the making and collect,.
Mg of sufficient rates and ?keg.
regation of the income and rev-
enues and the application
thereof.
If there be any default in
the payment of the principal
of or interest on any of said
bonds, then upon the filing of
suit by any holder of said
bonds or any of the bonds, any
court having jurisdiction of the
action may appoint a receiver
to administer said system on
behalf of the City. with power
to charge and collect rates suf-
ficient to provide for the pay-
ment of any bonds or obliga-
tions outstanding against said
system. and for the payment of
the operating' expenses. and to
apply the income and revenues
in conformity with this ordi-
nance and the provisions of
said laws of Kentucky afore-
said.
Section 11. The bonds au-
thorized to be issued heteun-
der and from time to time out-
standing shall not be entitled
to priority one over the other
in the application of the rev-
enues of said sewer system. or
with respect to the statutory
I 
mortgage lien seclering their
payment. regardless' of the time
or times of their issuance, it.
being the intenton of the City
1 Council of the City that there
shall be no priority among the
! bonds authorized to be issued
under the provisions of this
; ordinance, regardless of the fact
1 that they may be actualiy is-
as aforesaid, during y fiscal see
year, any sums t en held ton, h
as reserve for contingencies the ri
shall be used for the. paymont tion
on or principal of said bonds stated maturities, all or any.
becoming due in sueh fiscal part bf the bond S issued pur- dition and continuously operate
year on which bonds there suant to this ordinance and at said sewer system" and to
would otherwise be a default, the time outstanding. in their charge and collect such rates
but such reserve shall be re- inverse' numerical order, on and charges for services ren-
imbursed therefor fFom - the any interest navment date dered thereby so that the gross
first available paymesits made after July 1. 1950 and upon revenues will be sufficient at
• i into the Bond Fund in the fol-
lowing year or years ;,in' excess
of the required; paripents for
the then current fisc4.1 year.
The Bond Fund 'h reinabove ordin nce. Any bonds which
created and 
describedl 
, ,shall be are Or may. be called for re-
used solely and only for the demption in conformity with
purpose of paying ieterest on said 1conditions and provisions
and principal of the bonds shall I cease to bear interest
herein authorized to lae issued, from and after the redemption
UNLESS THE BOND TO 1 and is hereby irrevocably pled- date.
WHICH THIS COUPON IS ' ' ged for that purpose ' and shall Section 8. While the bonds
ATTACHED SHALL HAVE
BEEN CALLED FOR PRIOR 
be
whatsoever,   
used
  fo
r no other purpose authorized hereunder, or any
) of them. remain outstanding
REDEMPTION . After payments into the and nnpaid. the rates for all
On the first day of  1 Bond Fund as aforesaid. the iervicies rendered to the cit-
19  , the City of'' Benton, balance of the gross income of izens. corporations, or other
Kentucky, will pay to the bear-, the sewer system slif 11 be set consumers of • the City, or to
er $  in lawful; moneye aside for operation. . mainten- the City, -"shall be reasonable
of rthe United States of: Amer- ance, and depreciatio4 as here-
Ica, out of its "City of ;Benton inafter provided.
Sewer System Bond and Inter- Ninety per cent (90/
est Redemption Fund", at the 
per cent)
of the balance of e income
office of the Bank of Marshall and revenue of said hewer sys-
County in Benton. Marshall tern remaining after ;the afore-
County, Kentucky. being six said payments into 'the Bond
months' interest then - due on Fund shall be set aside into an
the donditions' and at the re-
spectiare redemption prices ful-
ly set forth in the Bond Form
apnea ing in Section 4 of this
all times to provide for the
payment of the operation and
maintenance thereof, and main- standing the right at all reason-
tam n the Depreciation Fund and able times to inspect the said
the Bond Fund as provided sewer system and all records,
accounts and data of the City
relating thereto.
Section 14. The entire $50.-
000.00 principal amount of
correct entries shall be made
of all transactions relating to
said system The City shall
furnish to the' original purchas-
er of said bands. and to any
holder of any of the bonds at
the written recuest of such
holder not more than thirty
(30) days afer the close of
each six months' fiscal period.
complete operating and in-
come statements of said sewer
herein, unless funds are pro-
vided in advance from other
sources as permitted in Section
8 her.
Section 10. That for the fur-, bonds authorized by this ordi-
ther protection of the holders mance shall be offered for sale
of the bonds herein authorized at a public competitive sale' to
thereto attached, a statutory 
be held in the usual meetingto be issued and the coupons
place of the City Council in the
mortgage lien upon said sewer, City Hall at Benton. Kentucky.
system and all properties con- on the 17 day of July, 1947 at
nected therewith and extens- 7:00 p. m. 
ionsthereof and belonging At said sale bidders shah be
thereto is granted and created 
tions referred to therein. which
by KRS 94.160 and other sec- dollar price for all of the bonds
reouired to offer an a agregate
hereby recognized and declared
said statutory mortgage lien is rate or rates of their own
and shall specify an interest
to be valid an dbinding upon 
choosing in., multiples of one-
fourth of one per cent, but not
the City and all property 
1
con-
stituting the system, as pro-
vided by' law, and shall take ed which is less than $1.040 00
its sewer re•:enue bond dated "Operation and maintenance all bonds and the accruing in- effect immediately upon the Per $1.000.00 bond. When a bid
July 1, 1947. above • nornbered. Fund", and used for- the prop- terest on all such bonds as may delivery of any bonds author- is acceeted by the City, . an
CITY OF BENTON, KENTUC- er operation and maintenance be sold and are unpaid under ized to be issued under the! ordinance shall he adonted by
KY , of said sewer systerd, the City the provisions of this ordinance provisions of this ordinance, the City Council establishing a
By. Hatl cr. E. Morgan. Mayor. Council of said City reby and there shall be charged Any holder of said bonds ore rate or rates of mterest in con-
ATTEST: finding and determining against all users of said system, any of the coupons may either formity with the accepted bid
J. N. Henson, City Clerk, ninety per cent (90 per cent'"Thrnd,jg the City, such rate's at law, or in. 'equity, by suit,' A "Notice of Sate at Bonds"
Section 5. From and after' of such balance of the revenue and amiitints for sewer service action. mandamus. or other having been prepared in ad
the delivery of any bonds is- of such system is adequate to as shall be adequate to met oroceedings, enforce and corn- e vance and submitted to the
sued under the Provisions of Provide for the proper opera- this and preceding sections pel performance of all duties City Council by Messrs. Wyatt
this ordinance, the sewer sys- tion and maintenance thereof. hereof. . required by said Statutes, in-, (continued on next page)
and !just, taking into account
and Consideration the cost and
value of said system, the cost
of maintaining end operatine
the same, the proper and
necessary allowances for de-
preciation thereof. the amounts
necessary for the retirement of
to exceed 3'4 per cent per an-
num. No bid shall be consider-
ORDINANCE
Ss Grafton, attorneys at law of
Louisville, Kentucky, the same
is hereby approved, and after
signature by the Mayor and the
' City Clerk, shall be published
in The Courier-Journal, Louis-
.- ville, Kentucky, at least one
week before the date of the
sale as above fixed. A "State-
ment of Terms and Conditions
of Bond Sale" having been al-
so prepared in advance and
• submited to the City Council
by Wyatt 8i Grafton, the same
is hereby approved and the
,ale shall be conducted in con-
ormity therewith. The City
lerk shall furnish copies of
said istatement to any interest-
ed #idders who may .request
the same.
Section 15. If any section,
paragraph, clause or provision
of this ordinance shall be held
invalid, the invalidity of such
section, paragraph, clause or
provision shall not affect any
of the remaining provisions of
this ordinance.
Section 16. The provisions of
this ordinance shall constitute
a contract between the City of
Benon and the holders of the
bonds herein authorized to be
Issued and after the issuance of
any of the bonds, no change,
variation or alteration of any
kind in the provisions of this
ordinance shall K.! made in
any manner except as herein
provided, until such time as
all of said bonds and the in-
terest thereon have been paid
in full.
Section 17. All ordinances,
resolutions and orders or parts
thereof in conflict with the
provisions of this ordinance are
to the extent of such confliet
hereby repealed.
Section 18. This ordinance:
shall be in full force and ef-
fect from and after its adoption :
by the City Council and ap-
proval by the Mayor, but no'
bonds shall be actually deliver-1
ed hereunder until the ordi-
nance has been published as
provided by law.
Passed by the City Council
of the City of Benton. Iisntuc-
ky. on the third day of July
1947 and signed by the Mayor
as evidence of his approval oni
the same date.
Hatler E. Morgant






of Benton, i ion and maintenance and 4 of improved properties abut'.
Kentucky. reasonable depreciation fund. ',. ting upon streets under or add
NOW, , THEREFORE, THt jacent to which the said sewer
CITY COUNCIL-OF THE CITY/ system now eictends are man-
OF BENTON, KENTUCKY ; datorily required to connect
DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS] to said sewer system so that
Section 1. From and after aH waste from sinks, toilets,
I 1947, a monthly fee o
AN ORDINANCE OF THE July 1' 
r wash basins, bath tubs and
charge shall be made by thel other facilities are caused to
CITY OF BENTON, KENTU,-
KY, DETERMINING THAT City 
of Benton against theflow into said sewer system for




I, J. N. Henson, do hereby
certify that I am the duly!
elected or appointed, qualified
and acting City Clerk of 'the
City of Benton, Marshall Coun-
ty, Kentucky, and that the
foregoing is a true copy of an
ordinance adopted by the City
Council of said City at a reg-
ular held on July 3,
1947 at 7 p. m., which is the
usual and customary time for
the holding of regular meetings.
A quorum of the City Council
was present at said meeting.
I further certify that the fore-
going ordinance was introduced
on the motion of John Sledd.
seconded by 011ie Lane and
read to the meeting by me as
Clerk, and that upon adoption,
the yea and nay vote was re-
'corded and is now of record in















After said vote was taken
and recorded. the Mayor an-
nounced that said ordinance
had been duly adopted and
passed, whereupon he signed
his name as evidence of his ap-
proval. The ordinance has been
recorded or filed in the official
records of the City Council of
the City of Benton. Kentucky.
and the same has been publish-
ed as provided by law in the
following manner:
All of the foregoing affirma-
tively appears from the official
records of the City Council of
the City of Benton. Kentuckif,
of which records I am the law-
ful and proper custodian.
WITNESS my' hand and seal






ties ikhich abut upon al
ER BE MADE AGAINST THE 
CITY AND ITS INHABITANTS 
streets under or adjacent t
FOR USE OF THE MUNICI- 
which the municipally owned
PALLY OWNED SEWER SYS- 
sewer system now extends. Up
TEM AND PRESCRIBING THE 
on completion of any exten-
AMOUNTS OF SUCH CHAR- 
sions to said municipally own-
REQUIRING THE OWN- 
ed sewer system (including ex-
ERS OF CERTAIN PROPER- 
tensions now contemplated and
TIES TO CONNECT TO THE 
any extensions which may be
SEWER SYSTEM: AND PRE- 
made in the future), said fee
SCRIBING PENALTIES FOR
FAILURE TO 130 SO.
WHEREAS, the City of Ben-
ton owns a sewer system
which furnishes sewer service
to properties owned by the
City itself and also provides
sewer service to the properties
of certain citizens and inhabi-
tants of the City. and
WHEREAS, the City Council rates to be charged for sewer line after the ! same has been
or charge shall be made by
said City against the owners of
all improved properties which
abut upon all streets under or
adjacent to which such exten-
sions may exist.
Section 2. As prescribed byl
Section 94.160 of the Kentucky!
Revised Statutes and other sec-
tions of the Statutes incorpor-
ner. The owners of all improv-
ed properties abutting upon all
streets under or adjacent to
which present or future ex-
tensions to said sewer system
may be laid are hereby manda-
torily required to connect to
said sewer system as soon as
such extensions have been
ials incident td the connections
hereafter made' shall be at the
expense of the owners of the
respective properties connected.
and unless arrangements for
such connections are made
while consttruction of the ex-
tensions and improvements is in
progress. so that it is not
ated ,therein by reference, the necessary' to tap into the sewer
has determined that extensions service from time to time shall
and improvements to said sew- be
er system should be construct- 
 
sufficient
orepvriosevd so a toidefors 
the
ed at an estimated cost of payment of the principal of
$50,000.00 in order to promote and interest on the "City of
the public health and general Benton Sewer Revenue Bonds"
welfare of the City and its in-
habitants and to extend the
sewer service so that it may
serve properties which now
have no sewer service. and
WHEREAS, the City Council
has determined that the con-
struction of said improvements
and extensions shall be finan-
ced by the issuance and sale of
sewer revenue bonds under the
provisions of KRS 94.160 and
also under the authority of
KRS 58.010 and succeeding sec-
tions of the Statutes, which
bonds will not constitute a di-
rect or general indebtedness of
the City. but will be payable
sblely from the income and
revenues produced by the op-
eration of the sewer system,
and
WHEREAS, in order to issue
such bonds, it is necessary to
establish charges for sewer
service so as to produce in-
come and revenue sufficient to
pay the/ bonds and interest
thereon, \and sufficient to pro-
City Clerk vide for Ahe expense of opera'
about to be issued by said City,
and sufficient to provide for
the operation and maintenance
of the sewer system and an .
adequate depreciation account.
Section 3. Until revised or
changed by ordinance, the
amount of said charges shall
be as follows:
(a) All users of the said sew-
er system who pay the min-
imum water bill of $1.50 shall
be charged and shall pay the
flat sum of $0.50 per month for
sewer service:
(b) All users of the said sew-
er system whose water bill is
in excess of the minimum sum
of $1.50 shall be charged and
shat4pnay for sewer service in
eac onth a sum equal to 28
per cent of the amount of their,
respective water bills for thol
same month. or $0.50 per
month, whichever sum is great-
er.
Section 4. In the interests of
the public health and general
welfare of the City of Benton
ind its inhabitants, all owners
completed. a tapping charge
shall also be p id by the prop-
erty owner in the sum of $15.00
to cover the cost to the City of
proper supervision of the mak-
ing of the connection.
Section 5. From and after the
effective date of this ordinance
as provided by law, the- exis-
tence of such facilities as sinks.
toilets, wash basins, bath tubs,
etc. in or upon any property
abutting upon any of the streets
under or adjacent to which the
said sewer system extends (or
.may hereafter be extended) is
declared to be a menace to the
public health and general Wel-
fare of the City of Benton • and
its inhabitants unless such fa-
cilities are connected to the
said sewer system: the exist-
ance of such unconnected fa-
cilities being hereby found and
declared to be a public nuis-
ance. The owner of any im-
proved property in or upon
which such unconnected facil-t
ities shall exist shall, upon con-
viction in any court of com-
petent jurisdiction, be subject
to a fine of not less than $1.00
nor more than $5.00 for each
offense. Each day during which
such facilities remain uncon-
nected when sewer service is
available shall constitute a sep-
arate and distinct offense. All
sums collected by the City as
fines for the violation of this
ordinance shall be deposited in
the Bond and Interest Redemp-
tion Fund which has been
created by the ordinance auth-
orizing the issuance of aaid
"City of Benton Sewer Revenue
Bonds".
Section 6. In the event that
any property or facilities re-
quired by this ordinance to be
connected to the said sewer
system shall remain unconnect-
ed thereto at a time when
sewer service is availible to
said property or facilities, or
in the event the owner of any
property which is connected to
the said sewer system shall
fail to pay the sewer fee or
charge of the City of Benton
within forty-five :(45) days af-
ter the same has been billed.
the same person or persons
having charge of the operation
of the municipally owned
water system shall be author
rized, with the approval of the
Mayor of the City of Benton.,
to discontinue water service to
such property. In the case of
any property which is not con-
nected to the said sewer sys-
tem, water service shall be re-
stored only in the event that.
the owner of such property
shall agree in writing to cause
such property to be connected
promptly to the said sewer
system. accompanied by 2
showing that the making of
such connection has been order-
ed by the property owner and
accompanied by a deposit with
the City of a sum at least equal
to the tapping charge establisl-
ed in Section 4 hereof. In th!
case of property which is al-
ready connected to the s:rrer
syStem. water service shall Jar
restored only upon payment in
full of any and all bills fo-
water and sewer service, to-
gether with a fee of $1.00 for
restoring water service.
Section 7. This ordinance
..shall be in full force and effect
as provided by law.
Adopted by the City Council
In July 3, 1947 and signed by
the Mayor as evidence of his
approval on the same date.
Hatler E. Morgan







I, J. N. Henson, do hereby
certify that I am the duly elect-
ed or appointed., qualified and
acting Cipy Clerk of the City
of Benfon, Marshall County,
Kentucky, and that the fore-
going is a true copy of an ordi-
nance adopted by the City
Council of said City at a reg-
ular meeting held on July 3,
1947 at 7:00 p. m., which is the
usual and customary time for
the holding of regular meetings.
A quorum of the City Council
was present at said meeting. I
further . certify that the fore-
going ordinance was introduced
on motion of 011ie Lane, see-
onded by John Sledd and read
to the meeting by me as Clerk,
and that upon adoption, the
yea and nay vote was record-
ed and is now of record in the















After said vote was takei
and recorded, the Mayor an
nounced that said ordinano
had been duly adopted an*
passed. whereupon he signet
his name as evidence of his
approval. The ordinance hw
been recorded or filed in th(
official records of the CA)
Council of the City of Benton
Kentucky. and the same has
been published as provided ha
law in the following manner
All of the foregoing affirm
atively appears from the of
ficial records of the City Co=
cil of the .City of Benton. Ken
tucky, of which records I an
the lawful and proper custed
ian.
WITNESS my















. cost oaf putting your home in step with the 
times. .
0





.sel').... ' The Finest In Modern Plumbing
Fixtures and Heating Equipment
01 DISPLAY
2 DELCO, JACCUZI & DEMING, PUMPS, JETS
DEEP WELL, SHALLOW WELL and 
HAND
8 DELCO and FAIRBANKS MORSE 
STOKERS
8© DELCO OIL BURNERS
© DELCO FURNACES
O DELCO BOILERS









(:), Hot water at all times
without worry.
le Cn00@@@@@@©0@@
* KITCHEN SINKS and CABINEi'S
* KITCHEN SINKS * DISHWASHERS
* LAUNDRY TRAYS * MEDICINE' CABINETS
For a quick answer to
your plumbing problems
Keith Crass
Next door to Butler's Grocery
Benton Kentucky
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It would not be fair if I did
not, once in a great while, pay
my respects to the hundreds
of people who have helped me
make this little column. The
itself is much older
than it seems to be, though it
actually came into existance in
September, 1935. Long before '
then I had been experimenting
with passing institutions as
iubjets for after-dinner speech-
and as illustrations for folk-
'ore addressses. I know that I
hrve worried my own family
thousands of times by telling
nd retelling my champion
pieces, especially when some
"eLvf, ..147son came to visit us
-4111r 1.17410 had never heard my yarns.
Then the column began, and
from the very first week bf it
I haele been Optting letters,
cards, and personal messages,
'riot -to mention sassafras roots,
sorghum molasses, cracklings,
_ go$4, things: as well
"a-s-recipes for mud pies, the;
wordis of pieces we used to
sneak and of which I could re-
call only a line or two, sugges-
tions for more papers, and good
warm appreciation for talking
rhout down-to-earth things. 1
have answered every letter and
a-1rd I have received and have
thanked every person for up-
holding my column in his way.
Again I would like to do just
that very thing, publicly.
It has amused and pleased me
when I have looked over sortie
hundreds of letters that have
been accumulating since Sep-
tember 1935. We school teach-
ers have the fatal habit of ar-
ranging things into categories.
Well, here are some of the
kinds of people who have writ-
ten eme, all of whom I appre
tiate deeply. First of all, there
are the old folks, people who
remember way back, some of
them even farther than i do.
Some of the letters from these
people have caused a moisture
in my eyes. One dear old lady
on-' a Kentuckian, but long
aO a citizen of a Far-Western
state, begged me to hurry up
and write a book, so that she
cou'd own a copy before she
die 1 of old age. I managed to
get my PASSING INSTITU-
TIONS out in time for her to I
own a copy and to send to the
corrnany for a half dozen morel
to give to people in Utah to I
show them that her accounts of
life back in Trigg County. Ken-
tucky, were accurate, because I
wi-s reared in an adjoining
eounty and could testify to the
truth of her memories. One
other very old lady, whose
tre-abling hand wrote me a
cherished leter, gave me,
!z-_+'-nate instructions on how to
railie various kinds of mud
pie-, and concluded with these;
tol:-hing words: "Well, I'll have
to stop writing, for I have
,..salled up so' many memories of.
seventy-five years ago that
am crying too hard to write."
And some very old gentlemen,
too, were not ashamed to ad-
mit that they, too, lived in re-
mote places and had never for-
gotten human customs hallowed
by long use.
Another type of fan is mid-
d'c-aged, one who did nqt- ex-
. ,••-ence most of the things I
'e about, but who has heard
F;-her and Mother, talk about
0-ern. These fans thank me for
giving their parents as much
joy and for substantiating their
riaw-fading memories. When I
wrcte the essay on "Hog-callers
• 
I Have Known,- the old gent-
IeMan whom I mentioned by
Pin* as the best hog caller I
hed ever heard was greatly
pTeased with my mentioning his
^erslodious voice. He was too
cAl to write me, but his dau-
rl-t-r about my age did so and
to7r1 me how beautiful a sing-
voice the old man still had
rind how he laughed as my ac-
ciiitTnt of his sonorous voice
carrying so far in the edge of
Missisippi bottoms back in
1908-1910. That old man's
- ndson sought me out when
:poke at one of the colleges
• th0 • state atnd introduced
himself to me as the descend-
ant of the famous hog-caller.
CHALMER ETHERIDGE
Pal 4491 Benton, Ky.
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Sponsored By V.F.W. And Benton Merchants
Cornwell's Cut Rate Store
Myers & Elkins Grocery
Benton Cleaners
Marshall County Service Stati(
Riley & Treas
Emerine &I Malin Sport center
Peerless Cleaners
Mason Grocery,
Hutchens Bar-B-Q & Ice Cream
flenderson & O'Daniel
D-X Service Station & Lunch Rot=
9
Kinney Motor Company
